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IMPROVING METHODS OF TEACHING CLOTHING 
TO EIGHTH GRADE GIRLS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Today as a visitor steps into a modern junior high 

school where children of the seventh, eighth and ninth 

grades are taught, he would find the youngsters alert, 

eager, easy to interest, capable, well-groomed, friendly, 

and of all sizes and shapes. 

Their individual backgrounds are varied, but for 

the most part they are accustomed to a moderate standard 

of living with parents who are alert and interested in 

their families and community. These parents definitely 

want their children to have the type of education which 

will best fit them for meeting the challenges of living, 

both today and in the future. 

These pupils want to see results of what they are 

learning and are full of questions like, ''Why do we need 

this?" and "How can we use that information?" They do not 

like to waste time, and they keep their teachers on their 

toes striving to have interesting, worthwhile activities 

ready for them as they advance another step in this pro

cess of growing up. 
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The development ot this age-group is an interesting 

one to follow. As seventh graders they begin the year 

timid, apprehensive, and awed by the learning and activi

ties taking place in the junior high school. Then in the 

eighth grade they begin to tind themselves and are intense

ly interested in all the activities around them. During 

this time they begin to do some serious thinking about the 

places they will assume in our civilization as adults. By 

the ninth grade these same children start to look, think, 

and act on a more adult plane. They are more able to 

accept responsibility and to make more mature decisions. 

They are beginning to teel the same self-assurance seen in 

senior high school students. 

At this age they want to do their best in any activi

ties or sohool work they set out to do. Ottent~es the 

goals they set tor themselves are more than their growing 

bodies can take. 

When a teacher recognizes these characteristics ot 

adolescents, her challenge is to provide these children 

with the best opportunity tor learning,. matching their en

thusiasm with her own and never letting down in her ettorts 

to improve the teaching situation and more nearly meet the 

needs ot all. The writer instigated this study to meet 

this challenge. 
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~ for Study 

The writer taught in Roosevelt Junior High School in 

Eugene , Oregon, where she had six homemaking classes each 

day , three classes each of eighth and ninth grade girls . A 

new group of eighth graders enters homemaking each semester. 

~he semester's work is divided equally between units in the 

area of clothing and in the area of .food.s and nutrition. 

The homemaking course is required for the eighth grade pu

pils but previously the school has been so overcrowded that 

some sections do not take homemaking . At the ninth grade 

level , homemaking is a one- year elective course . 

The writer found after working one year with eighth 

grade girls that at the start of a clothing construction 

unit , they were eager to learn how to sew, had the ability 

to do good work, and displayed enough patience to stay 

with their sewing until completing their projects . The 

short fifty-minute periods which had passed so quickly at 

first began to seem longer at the end of a unit; however, 

after spending at least five to six weeks and often seven 

to eight weeks for many on a simple apron project , some of 

the g:i.rls ' high starting enthusiasm dwindled . It appeared 

that learning diminished as interest lagged. 

The teaching just was not challenging enough for 

either the students or teacher , and all were glad when the 
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aprons had been turned in and grades were given. Even 

the girls who came into the class with some sewing back

ground seemed to take much too long to make this simple 

project . For them a high degree of interest could be 

maintained through the giving of credit on home projects , 

but the teacher recognized that even they were not gaining 

as much from their clothing construction unit as should be 

possible . 

There are other reasons for improving the teaching 

of clothing construction to eighth grade girls . The 

eighth grade girls are required to take homemaking for 

only one semester of which nine weeks is all •that can be 

spent in sewing and related units . For some of these 

girls , this one required course will be all they will ever 

take due to the varied , attractive , and complicated pro

grams of high school . The per cent of girls who elect 

homemaking courses in high school is low. These girls ; in 

order to be able to do more sewing at home , definitely 

need a chance to acquire a thorough knowledge of sewing 

fundam~ntals and more sewing skills ., 

Purposes 2f Studi 

With the preceding background the writer set up 

the following purposes which she hoped to attain: 
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1. To utilize methods so that sewing will be easier 
and more tun for eighth grade girls. 

2. To make sewing seem vital and ~portent to the 
girls. 

3. To help pupils master more sewing techniques. 

4. To help pupils finish garments on time. 

5. To help girls use good techniques of sewing. 

6. To help girls develop good habits of managing their 
work. 

' 7. To help girls always do t~e _best work of which they 
are capable. 

e. To encourage girls to do home sewing. 

9. To help girls develop ability to use and care tor 
sewing equipment. 

10. To work out a teaching program so challenging that 
girls will be even more enthusiastic about sewing
than they were at the beginning or the unit. 

11. To help the teacher gain more satisfaction from 
teaching the clothing unit. 

This study was set up primarily to improve methods of 

teaching clothing. A program was developed to make the 

work challenging and interesting enough to enable pupils 

and teacher to see definite ~provement in clothing con

struction. It was necessary tor both to recognize the 

existence or a worthwhile teaching situation which would 

most nearly meet the needs of all. The remainder or this 

study will illustrate how one teacher set up a program and 

carried it through to accomplish this purpose. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERA'fURB 

Today., as never betore, the art or home sewing is 

coming into its own. With the use or modern equipment 

the average homemaker has less to do in order to keep her 

home olean and running smoothly. With this decrease in 

housework she has turned to sewing not only as a means ot 

stretching the family dollar but also to help meet her own 

need tor creativity. Pattern and yardage sales are defi

nitely on the increase and because ot this new trend, de

par~ent and fabric stores are remodeling and enlarging 

their facilities to serve their customers better. 

This new interest in sewing carries over trom mothers 

to daughters. This interest should be encouraged and fur

ther developed. Today in order to satiety the average 

homema.king student, methods or teaching clothing must be 

simple, yet produce a garment with style ~nd individuality. 

No longer is t here a desire to spend countless hours doing 

hand-sewing stitches, but rather to spend a tew hours with 

a sewing machine creating articles of clothing and home 

furnishings which will give personal satisfaction and en

joyment, not only to the seamstress, but also to her family 

and friends as well. 
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Many professional people are now concerned about this 

new trend in clothing construction methods. Throughout the 

United States they are working together to find 'better ways 

ot meeting this new challenge. 

During the American Home Economics Association's 

annual meeting in June or 1948, leading home economists 

representing teaching, extension and business at the cloth

ing and textile division, emphasized the need tor encourag

ing women and girls to sew through the use or faster meth

ods (5, p.365). They stressed that both adults and girls 

like to sew if they can do it easily and produce gar.ments 

that look well and have pleasing style. In day-school 

classes, the use or not more than two patterns in one class 

and selection of fabrics tor beginners that are easy to 

work on was suggested. It was the opinion of some partici

pants in this conference that even though the first garment 

might be disappointing, it is the attitude that the seam

stress develops toward sewing that is all important. Mary 

Omen or the J. c. Penney Company described at this meeting 

the clothing program presented 'by her organization during 

1948 to 1960 with clothing leaders from forty-eight states 

taking part. Eight two-day meetings were held in eight 

cities across the country. At these meetings, Mrs. Edna 

Bryte Bishop, now director or Advance Pattern Company and 

coordinator or educational activities for J. c. Penney 
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Company, demonstrated her stmplified methods of clothing 

construction. Mrs. Bishop's extensive and varied back

ground and experience includes teaching in vocational 

schools, college and universities; and trade experience in 

factories, New York top fashion establishments, and the 

haute coutre or Paris. Since these meetings, "the Bishop 

method" has been widely discussed and appraised. 

"The Bishop method" is considered a custom method due 

to the use of certain trade techniques with the emphasis 

on perfection and accuracy in cutting the garment. (1) 

The maximum use of the sewing machine and a minimum of 

hand-work makes it a fast method of sewing. "The Bishop 

method" is built around a few basic techniques or pDoce

dures which are necessary to the most elementary garment 

and are repeated on every following garment. Mrs. Bishop 

believes in the teaching principle of "Not too much too 

soon," and the method introduces a simple blouse first then 

progresses to a skirt, shirt-type blouse, simple dress and 

finally tailoring. The fundamentals are introduced on the 

blouse. Each succeeding garment repeats the fundamentals 

and adds more advanced techniques. 

In 1950, the Iowa Home Economics Association's book, 

Unit Method or Sewing, was published (6). -This book was 

written in answer to a challenge voiced during the 1948 

and 1949 meetings of the American Home Economies 
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Association. A need was recognized tor modernizing and 

simplifying clothing construction methods. In response to 

this need, several home economics groups in Iowa pooled 

their efforts to explore new techniques and to analyze 

present construction methods. Eaoh section of the book 

was written by a committee and later reviewed by an editing 

group. This book really reflects the general trend and 

movement tor working on one or two similar patterns in a 

class at one time, making the garment as quickly as possi

ble, yet maintaining high standards ot workmanship. It 

emphasizes the demonstration method ot presenting tech

niques to a olass, learning one process ot construction at 

a time, and progressing from an easy-to-make garment to a 

more difficult one as the student gains experience and 

skill. One ot the sequences presented in this book is for 

the one who knows nothing about sewing. It starts with an 

apron involving only straight sewing tor the beginner who 

has difficulty in handling the sewing machine. Next, a 

simple blouse with neither sleeves nor collar, followed by 

a blouse with a Peter Pan collar and set-in sleeves, and 

tourth, a shirt-waist type of dress with straight or con

vertible collar. The other sequence starts with a stmple 

cotton blouse without collar or sleeves. A stmple wool 

skirt is suggested next, with a choice to be made from a 

two- to six-gored skirt, a skirt with an unpressed pleat 
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at either center front or center baek, or a dirndl skirt. 

The blous·e with a Peter Pan collar and set-in sleeves is 

next, followed by the shirt-waist dress with straight or 

convertible collar. 

Oregon, too, is aware of the need for consideration 

of improvement of methods of teaching clothing. In June, 

1954, the Annual State Conference of Homemaking Teachers 

centered its attention on a clothing construction workshop 

conducted by Mrs. Katherine Rotruck, the Hannah Harrison 

School, Washington, D. G. Mrs. Rotruck is a student of 

Mrs. Bishop. 

In the summer of 1952, Mrs. Mary Jane Grieve, forme~-

ly teaching homemaking at Oregon City Senior High School, 

compiled teaching materials for teaching clothing con-
I 

struction (3). These materials, presented at a workshop, 

"Creative Teaching in Homemaking," included sewing tech

niques and teaching methods for helping both beginners and 

more advanced pupils to become able and happy seamstresses. 

Pauling Mise (7), in 1953, set up a study entitled 

'l'he Effect 2f. Teaching Principles of Managing ~ .!!:!£ 

Enersx 2a Attitudes 2f ~ School Girls in Clothing 

Classes. Her problem was concerned with determining why 

high school girls lose interest in sewing and become dis

satisfied with the garments they have made at school. 

Yet these same girls would spend a few hours at home on 
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Saturday making a new garment to wear that evening and 

seemed very satisfied with their results. All of the girls 

used in this study had been in the author's classes the 

previous year. Particular emphasis in this study was 

placed upon the application or the principles of managing 

time and motions. The sewing room where the girls worked 

was studied and analyzed, then a new arrangement worked out 

which was quite successful. Several excellent bulletin 

boards were used. The following are ten or Mrs. Bishop's 

simplified methods which were adapted tor use in this 

study: 

1. Tracing wheel and carbon tor markings.
2. Stay-stitching.
3. Unit method or construction. 
4. Eltmination of hand-work on the zipper.
5. Putting sleeves in before sewing side seams or 

garment.
6. Careful pattern alteration and fitting before 

cutting of garment.
7. Baste-stitching on the machine where basting was 

necessary.
8. Pin basting.
9. Use or seam gauge on machine. 

10. Use or machine-made buttonholes. 

A questionnaire was given to dete~ine the feelings ot 

these girls toward the garments they had completed at 

school the previous year. This same questionnaire was 

again given at the end or the new clothing construction 

unit and then again three months after the unit was tin

ished. Mise round that generally the girls were much hap

pier with the garments made using simplified methods and 
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that the long time spent by a girl in making a garment at 

school had been largely responsible for her loss ot inter

est. She determined that through the application of prin

ciples of saving time and energy, selected simplified meth

ods in the sewing processes, use of similar patterns, and 

visual aids that girls could make better progress, keep 

high standards, and still learn as much or more than in 

previous clothing laboratories. 

Developing and Maintaining Student Interest in Learn

ing Througn a Study of Selection, Cost, Construction and 

Care of Clothing was a study undertaken by Thelma Harrill 

(4) in 1941. She analyzed her home economics classes to 

find causes tor lack ot interest. She found that students 

were more interested in getting a product than in learning, 

preferred to depend upon others rather than themselves, 

were satisfied with present standards, were too well sat

isfied with doing mere manipulative processes, tended to 

waste time, and felt little responsibility tor carrying 

instruction over into everyday lite. Her suggestions tor 

stimulating interest were: 

1. A pupil needs to see a problem as a whole so that 
she may understand activities involved and solu
tions; therefore, she will want to perform them. 

2. A teacher should allow a pupil to participate in 
setting up objectives and activities ot the group. 

3. A teacher should encourage personal pride in a 
pupil's ability to teach herself, and know where 
to get source material. 
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4. The teacher needs to visit the home. 

5. Each child should be encouraged to select a 
problem on her ability level. 

An interesting study, ~ Observations Concerning 

~ Clothing Construction and Selection Practices 2! ~

~~ School Age Girls and Suggestions !2£ Learning 

Experiences !a Their Clothing Classes, was planned and 

carried out by Lena Bodkin (2). First she analyzed in de

tail the nature and growth of the junior high school stu

dent. Then a questionnaire was given to the girls to de

termine (a) how clothing was selected, (b) what the girls 

knew concerning care of their clothing, and (c) what ex

periences they had had in construction of gar.ments . Bod

kin, in her work, determined the clothing construction 

features which she considered most important for the girls 

to master so that the ·garment made at home would appear 

ready-made, attractive, and suitable to the wearer. Parts 

of the sewing machine, mastery of seams, buttonholes, but

tons, snaps, hooks and eyes, zippers and plackets, attach

ing skirt and waist, putting in sleeves and putting on a 

collar were considered to be the most important. Care of 

dlothing was also stressed. Interest is the key to success 

and Bodkin suggests obtaining it by selecting a superior 

problem •hich will be interesting and challenging. The 

questionnaire worked out by Bodkin to determine skills of 
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the girls before taking e sewing class is, in this writer's 

opinion, very good. 

In order to encourage more women and girls to want to 

continue sewing, the general trend or clothing construction 

methods today is away trom the old, tedious hand sewing and 

is centered around the use ot the sewing machine wherever 

possible. All unnecessary finishing details are being 

omitted and the main emphasis is on the appearance end tit 

ot the garment. Simplified methods are proving their worth 

in enabling the seamstress to finish quickly a garm.en' 

which has a smart, professional appearance. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 0!' PROCEDURE 

Introduction 

The writer undertook this study in order to determine 

how to encourage eighth grade homemaking students 'o devel

op better work habits and to enjoy sewing. 

Since there are two completely different groups ot 

eighth graders taught each year, it was possible during 

the first semester or 1953-54 tor the writer to try out 

the evaluation devices and the improved practices ot teaob..

ing eighth grade Olothing. This means that the writer 

planned and carried out her study with titty-tive students 

in three classes ot eighth grade homemaking. Then having 

tried out the methods, she repeated the same process the 

second semester. There wes no attempt to pair students or 

classes. This study was based on the assumpti~n that a 

teacher has to accept classes as they are assigned to her 

and it was primarily a study to improve teaching. 

In order to oarry on this study the writer prepared 

tor teaching the unit on Learning to Sew to eighth grade 

girls in Roosevelt Junior High School, Eugene, Oregon. 

First, an expressionnaire was given to a number ot home

making teachers. Second. the writer made preliminary prep

arations ot illustrative materials ror teaching the unit. 
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Next, a unit block of the work to be accomplished was set 

up. Then four clothing construction tilm.s were previewed 

and worked into the unit block plans. Evaluation devices 

tor measuring the suocess of this study were also chosen 

and prepared. 

Expressionnaire 

To determine to some extent the attitudes of other 

homemaking teachers toward bringing simplified methods 

within the scope 
\ 

of eighth graders, the writer prepared a 

brief expressionnaire (see Appendix} which was presented 

to the other homemaking teachers in a graduate class in 

home economics education at Oregon State College, Corval

lis, Oregon, summer session, 1953. This express~onnaire 

was then presented to all homemaking teachers in the 

Eugene, Oregon, school system. Each teacher was asked to 

indicate tirst whether she approved, disapproved, or ques

tioned the advisability of using simplified methods with 

beginning (eighth grade) students in homemaking. She oould 

also write in remarks to qualify her answer. In Part II 

ot the expressionnaire the following simplified methods 

were 11 ted and each teacher wa,s to indicate whether or 

not she approved, disapproved, or questioned eaoh method. 

A. Pin basting followed by machine stitching on 
straight seams. 
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B, Careful pattern fitting and alterations to 
eliminate early fitting steps or garment. 

c. Eliminating basting on zipper. 

D, Using tracing wheel and carbon tor markings. 

E. Having a machine gauge on every machine. 

F. Doing detail work ot garment tirst. 

G. Using machine-made buttonholes. 

H. Assembling garment by units. 

I. Pinning pattern and garment pieces to hanger
and placing in closet. 

;r. Size ot machine stitching 10-14 to the 1noh. 

K. Setting sleeves in before side seam ot garment
is sewed. 

Preliminary Preparations tor Teaching Unit 

The writer has never obtained enough good illustra

tive material as the need for it was not recognized until 

after reading and investigating the problem. Now display 

materials showing all the different steps on making an 

apron, a gathered skirt, and a simple blouse with sleeves 

have been made up. Each individual step on the garments 

has been marked with a number which is attached at the con

struotion point. Fastened also to the garment is a num

bered list to correspond to the numbers on the construction 

points. Each step is explained fully and in detail so that 

a student can actually read through the complete procedure, 
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look at the example given and oftentimes go ahead with 

little or no tea.cher assistance. Girls are asked to try 

to tigure out their next step ot sewing before asking tor 

help. This makes the explanations easier tor them to 

understand and gives them a start toward interpreting 

directions by themselves. To accompany these illustrative 

materials, each girl is given a mimeograph sheet ot in

structions tor each ot the three garments, apron, skirt, 

and blouse, to use when she is making each ot these proj

ects (see Appendix). These help reduce the number ot 

girls who never have any idea what step comes next or what 

to do. Girls can accomplish more because there is less 

just sitting around waiting tor help. 

In addition, samples ot all construction processes as 

darts, seams, putting 1n sleeves, how to clip collar cor

ners, hems, how to sew on buttons and snaps; illustrations 

ot such oonstruction processes as straight or grain, 

machine basting and gathering, good machine stitching, and 

stitches made when the machine is not properly threaded, 

are available tor student use and reterenoe. 

Planning the Units 

Betore this study was started, a unit plan ot the 

work to be accomplished in the nine-week unit was worked 

out in detail. As the study progressed a day-by-day 
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account or actual progress made by the average ot the 

classes was kept. or course, some girls were behind the 

main group and some were ahead. This actually divided each 

class into about three different sections. It was hoped 

that most or the girls would be able to finish an apron and 

skirt project with the more skilful pupils being able, in 

addition, to finish or nearly finish a blouse. 

The second semester plan was prepared with the actual 

work accomplished plan as a guide. The main changes made 

were to give the clothing construction and pocket tests a 

week before the end or the unit. More time was allowed on 

the pocket flaps in this second plan and the majority or 

the girls were able to keep up with this plan. These girls 

worked especially hard and the first aprons were finished 

in two and one-halt weeks. Every second semester girl was 

able to finish or almost finish a skirt project. Some had 

only the hem to finish at the end or the unit. A larger 

percentage ot these girls were able to finish or nearly 

finish a third project. 

Using Films in Teachins 

Four films which the writer believed would take the 

place ot some demonstrations and stress the techniques in 

a desirable way were used. 
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The tilm, "Sewing Fundamentals," was shown tirst at 

the time the. purchasing and use ot equipment were discus

sed. Some ot the points brought out by this movie included 

the choice ot equipment and sewing techniques. 

"Simple Seams" was shown atter girls had had some time 

to practice on the machines and to realize the importance 

the simple seam plays 1n every garment to be constructed. 

This tilm emphasized the simple seam throughout with vari

ous seam finishes which could be used. 

~attern Interpretations" was shown just betore girls 

began to lay out their own patterns and materials. All 

pattern markings are shown and e:xple.ined on McCall, Sim

plicity, Butterick, and Vogue patterns. It is very easy 

tor girls to see why a printed pattern is best tor them to 

use. 

"Sewing Characteristics and Handling ot Materials" 

was shown near the end ot the apron unit to enable girls 

to do a better job ot choosing patterns and materials tor 

their next gar.ment. Since the unit tor eighth grade girls 

required all beginners to make the sEme apron tor their 

tirst project, this tilm would have little value it shown 

betore they buy their patterns and materials. 

This tilm shows three girls with different sewing 

experience. The tirst, a beginner, chooses cotton material 

and a simple blouse pattern. The second girl, with a 
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little more experience, chooses a skirt pattern to be made 

of wool material e.nd the third girl, an advanced student, 

chooses a dress pattern and rayon material. 

Choosing Evaluative Devices 

Pocket 'l'est 

The pocket test (see Appendix) is a practical test 

set up to help the students recognize their own skills and 

weaknesses in clothing construction. It also gives the 

teacher a better idea of how to help each girl reach de

sirable goals. This test was worked out by Letitia Walsh, 

Teacher Trainer, University ot Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 

This writer wrote tor and received permission to use Miss 

Walsh's test as one evaluative device for this study. At 

the end of the first week of the sewing unit, when the 

pocket test was given, the girls were familiar with the 

sewing machines. 

For the pocket test each girl was given a sheet of 

instructions which were read before they began. For this 

problem. they were to use one piece of material eight 

inches square and a snaller piece four by six inches for 

the pocket, round on one corner and square on the others. 

They were allowed only one period to construct a patch 

pocket by putting the smaller piece on the larger. In 

making this pocket they were to: 
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1. Construct a well-proportioned hem tor the pocket. 

2. Turn under the raw edges and baste. 

3. Place the pocket on the square considering the 
placement in view or the art principles known. 

4. Pin and baste the pocket 1n place. 

5. Remove the pins and machine stitch the pooket in 
place. Keep stitching close to the edge or the 
pocket. Leave the basting in. 

6. At the end ot the period, pin paper to the pocket,
giving name and time. 

During the test itself a form was used to jot down 

various strong and weak points in. the class. Each girl was 

checked individually. Some or the points checked were: 

1. Ability to follow directions. 

2. Standard or neatness. 

3. Sense and proportion ot balance. 

4. Control ot sewing machine. 

5. Emotional stability. 

Atter checking each pocket, the teacher handed them 

back to the girls tor them to judge on a score sheet. 

Then they were scored by the writer and a brief conference 

was held with eaoh girl to discuss the various strong and 

weak points of her pocket. Some ot the points covered 

were: 

1. Length of time used in relation to quality or 
product. 

2. Sense ot proportion and. balance as shown in 
placement ot pocket on material, and size ot hem 
used. 
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3 . Standard of neatness . 

4 . Control over the sewing machine as shown by 
evenness of stitching. 

5 . Ability to follow directions . 

6 . Knowledge of sewing terms, processes , and 
stitches . 

Some girls who had thought they were too advanced to 

begin on an apron soon changed their minds after they 

scored and discussed their pocket . 

Attitude Test 

The girls' feelings toward sewing were compared by 

the attitude test given at the beginning and end of the 

sewing unit . This test consisted of twenty- four specific 

questions with a choice of two answers . Some girls did 

not have enough sewing background to be able to answer 

all of the questions at the beginning of the unit . 

Clothing Construction Teat 

A clothing construction test was given at the end of 

the first semester sewing unit to the three first semester 

clothing construction classes . It was given more to deter

mine strong and weak points of the test and teaching situ

ation and was not validated or used as a device for grad

ing the girls . It consisted of ten multiple choice cards 

on different phases of clothing selection and construction; 
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a page involving correct pattern layout; and a practical 

test where each girl went to a sewing machine and threaded 

it, tilled a bobbin, identified and explained the use ot 

~portent machine parts. 

Upon analyzing this test it was decided that taking 

each girl individually to a sewing machine took much too 

long even though it was a desirable part of the test. 

After reworking the first test the writer gave a test 

(Appendix) to th~ second semester girls which included the 

same ten multiple choice cards, but presented them in a 

different order. 

Card 1 1nvo1Ted choosing the correct size stitch to 

use tor ordinary stitching on cotton materials. 

Card 2 involTed choosing from two samples, the one 

which was an example ot good gathering rows tor a skirt or 

apron. Students were also to name all the points wrong 

with the poor gathering sample. 

Card 3 showed three samples or different size machine 

stitching. The girls were to choose which one would be 

used tor gathering or basting. 

Cards 4, 5, 6, and 7 set up problem situations in 

clothing selection where the girls were to choose from 

three examples the one which was best tor eaoh particular 

problem. 
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Card 8 showed three different sized needles and stu

dents were to choose the one which would be best for sew

ing in the hem ot a cotton skirt. 

Card 9 showed three samples ot hand sewing, a hemming 

stitch, an uneven basting, and basting. The girls were to 

name the three types and tell where each could be used. 

Card 10 showed two samples ot machine stitching, one 

stitched with the machine incorrectly threaded and the 

other with everything in correct adjustment. Then these 

questions were asked: 

~. Which ot the above is an example ot poor stitch
ing? 

2 .• What is most likely to be wrong with your machine? 

3. What ce.n you do to correct this stitching? 

Section II ot this test involved the correct placing 

ot the pieces ot a stmple apron pattern on a section ot 

paper which represented a pieoe ot material, thirty-six 

inches wide and two and two-thirds yards in length. The 

girls were also asked to show the correct placement of 

pins in pinning a pat tern to material, how to cut notches ., 

and to tell about the first step followed atter the pat

tern was out out. 

Section III tested their knowledge of machine parts 

and threading ot the machine. An enlarged drawing ot the 

machine head was used and they were to draw in the thread

ing and identity all lettered parts. 
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Section IV required the correct folding of material 

and the cutting of it tor bias strips. A.tter cutting, the 

strips were to be joined correctly. 

Summary 

The writer, in setting up this study to improve meth

ods of teaching clothing to eighth grade girls, made the 

following preparations before this study was started. An 

expressionnaire on the adTisability of adapting a~plitied 

methods tor use with eighth grade girls was presented to 

fifteen homemaking teachers. Illustrative materials and 

teaching aids tor this unit were analyzed and prepared, and 

a unit block or the work to be accomplished was planned. 

To determine whether or not the eighth grade girls 

who participated in this study had made any actual progress 

during the clothing construction unit, three evaluative de

vices were set up and used. 

The pocket test, a practical sewing test 1nvolTing 

seTeral sewing construction processes, was given at both 

the beginning and end of the unit. This indicated the 

skills and weaknesses of the girls as they began their 

work in clothing construction and gave a comparison with 

their skills e»d weaknesses after the unit's work was 

finished. 
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The attitude test, "What Do You Think," consisting 

ot twenty-tour s:peoitic questions regarding clothing con

struction, was also given at both the beginning and end ot 

the unit. This gave an expression ot the attitudes ot the 

girls betore their work in clothing construction began and 

then again at the close ot the unit. 

A clothing construction test was given to the three 

classes ot second semester girls at the close ot the unit. 

The results ot this test indicated whether or not the 

teaohine; situation had been adequate in helping these girls 

learn some ot the basic skills and fundamentals ot clothing 

construction. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

During the ye ar 1953- 54, 102 eighth grade girls at 

Roosevelt Junior High School in Eugene , Oregon , were in 

homemaking classes which the writer taught . In these 

classes the writer tried a plan for improving methods of 

teaching girls who are just learning to sew . This chapter 

will first present a review of some of the methods used 

in teaching the unit, then an informal evaluation of the 

success of this attempt to improve teaching , and finally 

more concrete evidence of the success and weaknesses of 

the teaching . 

Results 2£.. Expressionnaire 

When this study was instigated fifteen teachers were 

asked to express their opinion on the advisability of using 

simplified methods with eighth grade students who are be

ginning homemaking classes for the first time . Fourteen 

of the fifteen approved , with the other teacher indicating 

a question. Of the fifteen teachers , five made comments 

to modify their approval . Two suggested that the pattern 

used in high s chool should be considered . Two approved 

these methods if they are possible to use with the many 

differences among students . They did not believe that 
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using such teaching methods would be successful with all 

girls. One said the use ot these practices should be 

governed by the girls' ability to use simplified methods 

effectively. 

When the teachers were asked their opinions on cer

tain teaching techniques they replied as follows: 

1. Thirteen ot the group approved ot pin basting
followed by machine stitching on straight seams .• 
Two disapproved. but gave no reasons. 

2. Only three of the group approved of careful pattern
fitting and alterations to eliminate early fitting 
steps ot the gar.ment. One ot these approved only
it the teacher has time and can do it. Six dis
approved and six questioned the practice. 

3. Elimination of basting on zipper was approved by 
two. One ot these reported previous success with 
this practice. Eight disapproved and five ques
tioned this method ot putting in a zipper. 

4. The use ot tracing wheels and carbon for markings 
was approved by ele"Yen. Of these. one approved
it the carbon marks would wash out. Two would 
approve it prQper supervision were given. lour 
questioned the practice, but none disapproved. 

5. Fourteen approved ot using a machine gauge on 
eveey machine and one questioned this practice. 

6. Having pupils do the detail work ot the garment
first was approved by eleven. On$ qualified her 
approval only it fitting took place before darts 
were stitched permanently. 

7. The use ot maohine~ade buttonholes wes approved 
by fourteen. One who approved said that girls
should also know how to make the other types.
One teacher said she approved only it buttonholers 
were in use in the homes ot the pup1ls. One ques
tioned the practice. 
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8. Having pupils assemble garment by units was 
approved by ten ot the teachers and questioned
by tive. 

9. Having pupils pin pattern and garment pieces to 
a hanger and placing in e. .closet was approved 
by seven, it space permits, questioned by tour 
and disapproved by four. 

10. Having pupils use machine stitching of 10-14 
stitches to the inch was approved by thirteen. 
One mentioned that girls would be enthusiastic 
about this. One disapproved because she thought
this size stitohing ·would wear out too quio.kly, 
and one had a question in her mind abou' using
this size stitch. 

11. Having pupils set sleeves in betore sewing the 
seams ot the garment was approved bf tive. dis
approved by three and questioned by seven. One 

. ot the seven said this should depend o.n the 
pattern. 

All ot the stmplitied methods listed on the expres

sionnaire were tried with the eighth grade clothing con

struction classes. The results of using each and any 

modifications of these methods are discussed in the in

formal evaluation which follows the planning ot the unit. 

Oomparison ot the Plans tor the Unit W1 th What Was 
Actuaili Taui)it 

Before beginning this study a unit block ot the work 

to be covered was plflllned, Eaoh olothing oonstruotion unit 

was nine to nine and one-half weeks in length with seven 

and one-halt to eight weeks spent in actual construction. 

The plans were made on the basis ot the work to be accom

plished by the upper halt ot the classes. It must be 
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recognized that the top girls needed to work toward high 

goals in order to achieve to their full oap.aci ty. In 

general, the slower girls were also challenged by these 

goals and worked hard to accomplish as much as possible. 

The original unit plan was made tor one week less than the 

time which was allotted. At the time of making the first 

plan the writer was under the impression that the first 

semester would end one week before it did. This first 

plan was set up on the basis ot three projects: an apron, 

skirt, and blouse. It was telt that these three projects 

would give a beginning girl enough background for continued 

sewing at home. 

Upon comparing the first plan of the first semester 

with the actual work accomplished by the girls, it was 

tound that the work ot the apron pockets was more time

consuming than bad been believed before the unit started. 

This put the actual work plan behind the original plan 

about two to three days at the beginning of the unit. The 

original plan showed the aprons being finished by the end 

ot two and one-half weeks but the accomplishment plan shows 

that after three and one-halt weeks the aprons began to 

come 1n end by tour weeks the majority had tinished. 

Skirts had been started by some of the girls by the 

tourth week and by most ot them at the bes1nn1ng ot the 

t1tth week. Two weeks before the end ot the unit many ot' 
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the skirts had been tin1abed; many more were finished dur

ing the following week, the sixth week of actual construc

tion. Only a few girls were able to start blouses and 

t1n1sh them by the last day ot the unit. 
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Unit Blook Planned tor First Semester 

Nov. 12 Nov. 13 
: .• 
:Explana- .• Maoh1ne 
:1i1on ot • Demon•
:Unit stratton 

Practice 
: .• 

Nov. :Film, .• Thimble: Stud)' •• •• J'ilm,.
• "Sewing •• "Simple 

16- Funda- : Seams Pooket Seams" .
• mentals" : : Test . .20 Practice Go over . Attitude . . Pooket .• Test .• : Testa 

23- •• Bead Layouts Marking ... Pat 'tern • Checked Demon- .•Guides strations: 
: .• 

27 •• J'ilm, Cu1i Vacation 
"Pattern .• 
Interpre-: Tie 
tation" : Strinss .

•. • . .30- Pockets Side . 
: .. Seams 

Deo. Band •• .' Hem Pockets . Side• 
4 : Hems .. 
7- .• Film,.• .. "Sewing.. Gathering .. Band Char
ll • aoter• 

• 1st1os"• . 
14- Start Side .

•.$k1rts Seams• 
18 • • : 

Zipper : Gathering.. ... • 
21- Waist Clo1ih1ng: Prelim-

Band .• Seleo- 1ne.r1es ••.23 .• tion tor Vacation• 
Blouse 
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Unit Block Planned tor First Semester (Cont.) 

..• . .. 
Jan. Pattern Marking .. .. Guides • .• 

. f . 4- ' • Cutting 
~ 

Collar~ 

Blouse 
a : Layout ! .. Gather Sleeves .•• : : . .. .11- Darts : Put on : Sleeves •.: : Collar 
15 t • and Side Seams .. Hem• .• •• :Facing : .• •• 

••.. : 
18· Buttonholes : F1n1ah- Pocket Attitude 

and : lDg .. Test and 
Buttous Clothins 

22 .
• Construe.• tion 

•• .' Test . 1 
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Unit Block Accomplished First Semester 

Nov. 
• 

Exp1ana- .• • Maohine .. .. tion ot t Demon
13-14: .. Unit .. stration 

•• .• •• Practice . ..• 
16- .• Film, Thimble Study •• Thimble 

"Sewing Pocket Study .. Funda- .. Test • 
mentals" .• .• • Film, 

20 .. .. "Simple..• Practice Practice .. Seems"• 

... Attitude • Go over . Test • Pookets . 
23- 111m, Layouts Marking . • 

•
"Pattern Checked Demon
Inter- atration .preta- : .• • 

27 tiona" Cut Vacation 
: Pockets .. Pattern .Guides •

• 
30- . •

• . Side.. 
• •. .. .• Seams•

Dec.4: Pockets Tie Strings : and .. .
• Hems .. .7- .. . Band 

Hem Gathering 
11 • Tie 

.. 
~ 

• . .
• .• strinss 

14- Film, : Many .. : .. "Sewing .. Aprons 
18 l i n i 8 h 1 n g Charao- .• in .• teristiosY 

21- .. Start : Side . .Skirts Seems . . . Vacation23 •. Zipper• .' 
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Unit Block Accomplished First Semester (Cont.) 

.: .. . .Jan. : .•• 
; Zipper .• Gathering Waist 

4-8 Band••.. .. •• 
11- • Waist • Buttons • 

Band Hem •• 
15 • Buttonholes• 

. •• •• 

18- Cutting Marking .. Collar 
Blouse Outta 

22 • Pockets• 

• 
25- : Sleeves Side .• Buttons : 

• 
Pooket Attitude 

: Seems Test . and 
29 .• Button- ... : 

~ 

Clothing
Hen holes .. Construe.l • . .• tion• 

. •4: Testa . 
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The unit plan tor the second semester classes con

tains several changes wh1oh the teacher thought would 1m

prove it. The t1lm, "Sewing Fundamentals," was shown on 

the tirat day or the unit when the course was explained 

and needed supplies discussed. A brief resume ot clothing 

selection was given on the second day ot the unit. There 

was not time to go into detailed work on this phase, but 

this brief summary showed that tor the most part these 

eighth grad girls had a good basic foundation in clothing 

selection fundamentals ae a result ot their home training, 

Y-Teena, and Girl Scout work. Four days were allowed in 

this second plan tor preparing the pockets, waist band, and 

tie strings. In the plan ot work accomplished, tive days 

were needed by many. The tilm, "Sewing Characteristics," 

was shown nearly a week before the completion of the first 

aprons in order to give girls more time atter seeing it to 

choose materials tor their second projects. There were 

some girls who did such good work on \he apron project that 

they could choose gar.ments other than a gathered skirt tor 

the second project. 

'l'he ·tirst semester plan shows the pocket and clothing 

construction tests given the last '•o days ot the sewing 

unit. In the tinal plan these tests were given a week be

tore the end ot the unit to enable the teacher to go over 

these tests with the girls. They compared their first 
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pooket test with the seoond to enable them to see the im

provement or lack ot improvement made during the nine-week 

period. The aotual work plan of the second semester does 

not show the blouses completely finished, but more were 

finished the second semester than were finished during the 

tirst semester. 
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Unit Block Planned tor Second Semester 

.: 
Feb. Explana- : Clothing . • 

' .• Band .• P;ractice 
tion ot •• Selec• .• Sewing .• 

1- Unit .• tion : : : !'11m,. Thimble Study "Simple 
5 .. Film, Machine 

• 
•• .• .

• Seams" 
"Sewing •• Demon- .

• Practice : Attitude : .. lunda- : stratioil .• Test .. .• mentala" • . . .: • . .. 
8- Pocket Practice : Practice : Film, Layouts.

• Test •• : "Pattern .. 
12 •• 

.
• Go over •• Go oTer .. Interpre-: 

. 

Cutting 
•• .• Pocket prepara- .• tation• : . . .Teate t1on .• .• 

15- Marking Waist Band Side . .: seems 
19 . Pockets Tie Strings and•. . Bema 

•• 
22- Bottom Put Film, Waist 

Hem Pockets "Sewing Band .26 . on .. Charao- .• .. ter1st1cs~ . ..• 
•' Gathering. . .,• . . 

March: : J'iniah Start : 
Tie Strings : Aprons Skirts •• Zipper. . .1-5 • : : . . •..• : .. . . .8- G at he r 1 n g .. Waist Band•. . .12 • • • •• 

15· .• Button- Finiah • • 
holes : Skirts 

1'1 : Buttons • : 
: Hem .. Vacation .. .. .• 
.
• . Marking : .22- • Blouse .• .. . .• 
• Layout .

• 
..• : •• 

26 .. Cutting •• Collar .• Pockets : Darts .. : Cutts .• 
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Unit Block Planned tor Seoond Semester (Cont.) 

. .. 
29- Shouldel' : Put on SJ..eeve 

• 
Clothing .• Pocket 

Seems • Collar • Ease Construe-: Test 
Apr. 

• 
: and .• 

• .. tion : .. .. J'ao1ngs Put in Teat .2 Slee'Yea : . 
~.• . .. •• 

5- Slee'Yee Go over But tonholea Attitude 
: Testa .•· Buttons • Test• 

9 .. Hem .. 
..• .. 
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--------------

Unit Plan Accomplished tor Seeond Semester 

. .I • . .•
Feb. : Exp1ena- l Oloth1ng : Th1Jable Study ..• Film, .,i1on ot • Selection: .. : "Simple
1- .. Unit : Praotioe .• Seams"•• .: Maoh1ne .. 
5 .• Film, •.. Demon- • : Attitude : Practice 

'• "Sewing stration . 
~ 

.. Test• .• Funda- • • 
.. men~als :• . . • 

e- .• Pooket •' Praot1oe : JJ'ilm, .• Layouts
Test Go OTe~ Go oYer : "Pattern :•• •" 

12 .• Pookets s Prepare.- •• Interpre-: Cutting 
; tion . tation . . ~ 

• • .• •• Guides . •
• •

• 
• .. 

15- .. Marking : aist'Band 
: •• and 

19 .• p 0 0 k e t 8 •• Tie Strings.: : : ..• 
• : :• 

22- Side .' Bottom : Put : Film, Waist 
: seams and: Hem .• Pockets •• "Sewing ; Band .26 Hems .• On : Charao- :• 
: : : ter1st1os: (t,irst. • 2 apron 
• .•· : in}• .. .' •• .. Gathering. ... 
• I .••

March: Tie : Start Skirts 
strings .• .. ..• 

l-5 .' .. .• Zipper 
• F 1 n 1 a lu ..• ..• . ..• t ; .• 

8- • : : . Waist 
Zipper : Gathering : Band 

12 .• .• : .•• . .• 
15- . Hem .. •• Vacation• 
17 •• 
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Unit Plan Accomplished tor Second Semester (Cont.) 

.• 
22- Buttons •.,. linish • Start : tarout• ..• : Skirts Blouse • 
26 Butwnholea •• •• .• : . .• .• 

~ 

: 
t •29- . Outtins 

• 
: - Marking . Clothing .• Pocket . • .• Oonst3!'uo-: Teat 

Apr. ..• •• ..• tion Test: 
•• •. : . . .2 . .: • 

5- .. Go over Darta .• Collar Sleevea . Testa and .. Facings • ..• . Seams Attitude•• 
g •Collar . : Tea-.••. . .Cutts : 

Pookete .••• . :• 
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Informal Evaluation 

Results ot First Semester Classes 

The writer has been especially pleased with the prog

ress made by the eighth grade classes in their unit, 

Learning to Sew. The girls were able to finish more gar

ments than ever before. All girls finished their aprons 

and all but three had finished or nearly finished a gath

ered skirt, or another project. About one-third of the 

girls had finished three garments or their equivalent. By 

the end ot the tirst three weeks ot sewing some aprons 

were finished. Two-thirds ot the girls had their aprons 

finished by the end ot tour weeks. Most ot the girls were 

deeply oonoerned if their project did not seem to be going 

along as well or as rapidly as the others. 

For the most part, the standards ot sewing maintained 

by these girls were very high. They could sew straight 

seams with the seam guides and were not satisfied with 

orooked ones. They were very quick to determine it some

thing needed to be taken out and were willing to do it. 

Usually the original work was satisfactory enough so that 

very little ripping ot seams was necessary tor the average 

girl. The finished garments would do justioe to a ninth 

or tenth grader and in many oases were superior to the 

work turned in by some ot the ninth grade girls. 
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All girls seemed to realize that they were expected 

to work as efficiently and quietly as possible and a gpod 

classroom atmosphere prevailed throughout the unit. 

Evidences or the girls' enthusiasm were many. Even 

at the end or the unit they were still eager to sew and 

were sorry to finish. Some unfinished garments were com

pleted within a short t~e and brought in by the girls 

especially to show their results. All garments tor class 

credit were to be made at school unless special conditions 

ot absence existed. Nearly two-thirds ot the girls wanted 

to work at all possible times, noon hours and after school. 

There were so many asking to sew at these times that lists 

had to be set up and the girls took turns. About one-third 

ot the girls did extra sewing at home during their clothing 

unit and brought the garments to school tor the teacher's 

approval. They received extra credit on their sewing 

grades and class recognition was also given. Their enthu

siasm was also evidenced by the number who brought friends 

in to see what they were making. 

Techniques Used and Results 

The sewing samples on the bulletin board did enable 

some girls to progress without teacher help on every step. 

It encouraged some to work more independeatly. When the 

teacher explained a step, the student found it easier to 
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know exactly what to do when she oould see an actual sam

ple. 

Marking the pattern guides in eaay-to-tollow steps 

encouraged the girls to use their guides more otten and 

helped them to have a better unders~anding ot them. 

The use ot me.ohine gauges insured every girl the 

thrill ot straight stitching. These gauges made them reel 

as it they were really making progress right from the be

ginning. Atter using the gaug~ tor a short time, they 

usually round that they could do a good job ot stitching 

in places where it was impossible to use the gauge. 

Pin basting was a big help in building enthusiasm and 

speeding up the work. The girls did not usually like to 

baste, and sometimes eliminated it whenever the teacher was 

not watching, otten with disastrous results. Hand basting 

was still necessary in some places to insure good workman

ship but the girls did not seem to mind. 

The use or the buttonholer was fascinating to this 

age ot girls. They like to make buttonholes. It helped 

make the garments look more finished, saved a lot of time, 

and gave girls a sense ot achievement. 

Each girl was given a printed list or instructions ot 

things she could do at home before the unit started. It 

also contained the construction steps to be followed on 

the apron. All detailed work was finished first and then 
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when the apron began to go together it took only a very 

short ttme to finish it. 

During the first week or the unit, five minutes or 

eaoh olass period were devoted to the thtmble study. This 

practice enabled the girls to learn how to choose a cor

rectly fitting thtmble and the techniques of using one. 
I 

Even though many did not become efficient with one during 

the clothing unit, they seemed to understand the need for 

a thimble and will probably use one in later years. 

The use of the tracing wheel and carbon tor marking 

was well received by the girls. They liked to use 1 t and 

were quite careful to mark only on the wrong sides. It 

was much easier for them to stit.oh darts and pleats cor

rectly when they were marked in this way. 

Girls placed their names on the chalk board when they 

needed help. At the beginning of the period there were 

usually many questions to be answered. The girls came to 

the desk in the order in which their names appeared on the 

board, thus helping the teacher to make her rounds more 

quickly. During the remainder of the period the teacher 

could move about the room checking especially with those 

whose names did not appear on the blackboard. 

Having all beginning girls working on the same gar
' 

menta m.ade demonstrations more e:f'feot ive and encouraged 

better work. 
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Placing on the bulletin board a unit block of what 

should be aooomplished each day served as a further st1mu

lus. 

The method of putting sleeves in before the side seams 

ot the garment were sewn was easily understood and carried 

out by all the girls who made blouses. The shoulders and 

sleeves seemed to fit well in every oase. 

Oaretul pattern alteration and fitting was not too 

successful with this age group. It takes too muoh teacher 

supervision to be praotioal with large classes. 

It was found that to el1minate all basting on the 

zipper was a mistake in same oases. Generally girls were 

able to do machine stitching on the back part ot the zipper 

with good results when it was pin basted. To be able to do 
. 

the final stitching as straight and correct as possible all 

girls were asked to hand or machine baste this front part 

to the garment and have it oheoked before final stitching. 

Only in this way could the teacher be sure that the fin

ished results would be satisfactory. Girls were very suc

cessful in putting in zippers using this method and very 

proud of their results. 

Having pupils pin pattern and ganMent pieces to 

hangers and placing them in a closet did keep the garments 

in good condition while sewing on them. The sewing drawers 
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were rather am.all and girls oould keep them 1n neater, 

more efficient condition on hangers. 

Using stitch size 10-14 stitches to the inch was very 

satisfactory. It seemed to be small enough to wear well 

and was a help it a girl needed to do some ripping. Girls 

liked this size stitch, especially where outside stitching 

was necessary, because the garments look muoh more attrac

tive and professional than it a smaller stitch were used, 

Use of the tour selected tilms was as successful as 

hoped. These girls enjoyed t11ms as teaching aids and 

were especially attentive and able to participate in good 

discussions tollowing each. 

Results ot Second Semester Olasses 

In the second semester classes the results tor the 

most part were even better than those produced by the first 

semester girls. These girls were able to complete even 

more garments in less time than the groups before them. 

All girls were able to complete their aprons and finish or 

nearly finish a gathered skirt or another project. About 

one-halt ot the girls were able to finish three garments 

or their equivalent. The first aprons were turned in atter 

the sewing unit had been in progress only two weeks. Every 

apron was finished, handed in, and oheoked betore the end 

ot the fourth week of the unit. 

( 
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The sewing standards maintained by these girls were 

generally very high. Many girls actually became quite 

proficient in figuring out the directions given on pattern 

guides. 

The enthusiasm maintained by these girls throUShout 

the unit was higher even than that ot the first semester 

girls. Nearly all ot the girls were still so interested 

in sewing that they did not wish to stop. They came in 

tor instructions before and atter school and still worked 

at aoon hours. At least one•half ot the girls from this 

seoond semester group did some sewing at home. Nearly 

ever.y day girls oame to the homemaking room wearing new 

skirts or blouses they had made at home. They wore them 

so proudly that it was encouraging to behold. The con

struction standards maintained on these garments were very 

good. 

Several mothers have telephoned or come to school to 

express their appreciation tor the progress made and the 

high enthusiasm tor sewing evidenced by their daughters. 

Results of Evaluative Devices 

Pocket Test 

In order to determine the skills and weaknesses or the 

girls in clothing construction and to help them recognize 

these skills and weaknesses tor themselves, each girl was 
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given two pocket tests (see Appendix), one at the end of 

the first week of the sewing unit and the other near the 

completion of the unit. 

Table 1 shows the range of scores for both tests and 

the number and per cent of those girls who had the same 

scores, lowered scores. or improved scores in the second 

test. The median improvement of the second test over the 

first 1s also shown. 



Table 1 

Soorea Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on Pocket Teat 
(Possible Soore, 125) 

Class 

Humber 
ill 

Classes 

Humber 
Taking
Both 
Teats 

Bange ot Soores 'tor 

J'1rst 'l'est Second Teat 

Sem.e* 
Soorea 

No. ~ 

Lowered 
Soorea 

No. ~ 

Improved
Scores 

No. ~ 

Median 
ImproTement 

Bo. ~ 

J'irst Semester 

1 17 12 23-90 32-108 4 33 0 0 8 66 20 16 

2 18 16 10-90 57-10'1 3 18 1 6 12 75 20 16 

3 20 19 26-89 58-114 1 5 0 0 18 95 35 28 

second Semester 

• 17 

5 15 

16 

12 

43-91 

38-88 

71-116 

76-100 

3 

2 

18 

17 

0 

1 

0 

8 

13 

9 

82 

?5 

34 

29 

27 

23 

6 15 13 36-89 60-105 2 15 0 0 11 85 26 21 

Total 
=-= 

102 88 

*soorea on test considered same i't they were within ten points. 
at 
0 
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In the six classes in eighth grade homemaking, there 

was a total ot 102 girls. Fifty~tive ot these took haae

making first semester and forty-seven were in this depart

ment second semester. Some pupils dropped out, some en

tered late, so that ot these 102 girls, eighty-eight were 

in school tor the entire unit and took the pocket tes1 

both at the beginning and end of the unit. 

The pocket test as set up so that there was a pos

sible score ot 125. Table 1 shows the range or scores 

made by the eighty-eight homemaking girls during both times 

they took the test. In the first test the lowest score was 

ten and the highest score was ninety-one. In other words, 

the range ot scores in the first t st tor the eighty-eight 

homemaking students was ten to ninety-one. The scores tor 

the seoond test ran somewhat higher than those or the first 

test with a low score or thirty-two and a high score ot 11~ 

In other words, the range or scores in the second test tor 

the eighty-eight homemaking students was thirty-two to 116. 

When the individual scores were analyzed, it was round 

that fifteen ot the eighty-eight girls had the same scores 

in both tests. The scores were considered the same it they 

were within ten points or eaoh other. Two ot the eighty

eight girls were found to have lower scores in the second 

test and seventy-one of the eighty-eight girls had improved 

scores in the second test. The median ~provement of the 
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eighty-eight girls was thirty points higher in the second 

test as compared with the results of the first test. 

Atter breaking down the results of Table 1 into first 

and second semester results, it is easily seen that the 

range of scores tor the seoond semester girls started some

what higher than those ot the first semester, but the high 

scores remained the same as those ot the first. The range 

ot scores tor the first semester was ten to ninety-one; tor 

the second semester girls, the scores ranged trom thirty

six to ninety-one. In the second test the scores ot the 

first semester girls ranged trom thirty-two to 114 and in 

the second semester from sixty to 116. 

All the available resUlts from the tables show that 

the moat taprovement on the entire test was made on the 

section on machine stitching. Eighty-eight per cent or the 

girls showed an improvement in the second teat. 

The basting section ot the pocket test shows the least 

improvement with only s1xty-t1ve per cent ot the eighty

eight girls making improved scores in the second test. 

In order to determine the range ot scores for the 

eighty-eight homemaking girls on eaoh separate section ot 

the pocket test, Tables 2 through 7 were set up and the re

sults analyzed. 



Table 2 

Scores Made by Eighth Gre.de Homemaking Girls on Seot1on on Hems of the Pocket. Teat 
(Possible Score, 20) 

Class 

Number 
Taking
Both 
Testa 

Range ot Scores for 

First Test Second Teet 

Pupils With 
Same Lowered 
Scores Scores 
No. " No. ~ 

Improved
Scores 
No. f 

Median 
Improvement 
No. S 

First Semester 

1 12 l.-16 5-14 0 0 3 25 g '15 4 20 

2 16 0-15 3-20 l. 6 6 38 g 56 6 30 

5 19 3-18 5-20 0 0 3 16 16 16 5 25 

Second Semester 

4 16 0-18 7-20 0 0 4 25 12 75 5 25 

5 12 3-15 4-17 0 0 2 17 10 83 4 20 

6 13 3-14 9-20 0 0 0 0 13 100 6 zo 

Total 88 
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In the section on hems, a score or twenty was pos

sible. Table 2 shows that the range or scores made by the 

eighty-eight homemaking girls in the rirst test was zero 

to eighieen, with a low score ot zero and a high score ot 

e1gnteen. The range for the seoond test shows an improve

ment with a low score ot three and a high score ot twenty, 

making the range or scores rrom three to twenty. In tour 

ot the six classes, at least one girl made a top score of 

twenty. One student had the same score on both tests. 

Eighteen girls were round to have lower scores on this sec

tion or the second test and sixty-nine ot the eighty-eight 

girls showed ~proved scores. The median tmprovement 

showed a gain ot five points on the second test as compared 

with tbe first. Eighty-tive per cent or the girls taking 

this test the second semester had ~proved scores compared 

to seventy-two per cent ot the first semester girls who 

made improvement on this section. 



Table 3 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on Section on Edges ot Pocket Test 
(Possible Score, 25) 

Humber Pupils W1t.b. 
'faking Range ot Scores tor Same Lowered Improved Median 
Both Scores Scores Scores Improvement

Class Tests Firat 'rest Second Test No~~- _~~ _ __fi'() •___ -~ _ __NQ • ~ No. ~ 

First Semester 

1 12 9-1'7 9-2'3 0 0 3 25 9 '15 6 24 

.,2 16 0-19 5-24 4 25 2 13 10 62 28 

3 19 5-21 9-21 2 11 4 21 13 68 5 20 

Second Semester 

4 16 5-22 8-25 1 6 3 19 12 75 a 32 

5 12 5-20 9-21 1 8 4 33 7 58 7 28 

6 13 5-20 5-21 0 0 5 58 8 fl2 4: 16

Total 88 

01 
01 
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Table 3 shows the results made from the seotion ot 

the pooket test on edges. Twenty•tive was the highest pos

sible soore. The first test showed a low score ot zero and 

a high score ot twenty-two, making the range zero to twenty

two. In the seoond test a low score or five and a high 

score of twenty-five was reaobed, thus the range on this 

part ot the test was five to twenty-rive. Eight ot the 

eighty-eight girls had the same score on both tests tor 

this seotion, twenty-one of the girls had lowered soores, 

and titty•nine me.de improved scores. The median improve

ment made was seven points. 



Table 4 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on Section on Basting ot Pocket Test 
(Possible Score, 15) 

Class 

Number 
Taking
Both 
Tests 

Range ot Scores tor 

First Test Second Test 

Same 
Scores 
No. ~ 

Pupils With 
Lowered. ImproYed
Scores Scores 
No. " No. 1! 

Median 
Improvement 
No. % 

First Semester 

l 12 0-15 0-15 l 8 1 8 10 84 5 33 

2 16 0-15 3-15 1 6 e 50 7 44 4 27 

3 19 6-15 2-15 1 5 6 31 12 63 4 27 

Second Semester 

4 16 0-15 9-15 1 6 2 12 13 82 4 27 

5 12 5-15 10-15 3 25 3 25 6 50 6 66 

6 13 2-15 10-15 1 8 3 23 9 69 3 20 

Total sa 

Ul 
-4 
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In Table 4 the results ot the section on basting are 

shown. A possible score ot ti:f'teen was allowed on this 

part. The range ot scores tor both tests was zero to tit

teen with a low ot zero and a high ot :f'itteen. Eight girls 

had the same score on the second test as on the first. 

Twenty-three ot the eighty-eight girls had lowered scores 

on the second test and titty-seven girls had improved 

scores on the seoond test. Four points was the median 

tmprovement. This section ot the test has the lowest per

centage ot girls making tmprovement in the seoond test. 



Table 5 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemakiag Girls 
on Section on Machine Stitching of Pocket Test 

(Possible Score, 45} 

Class 

Humber 
Taking 
Both 
Tests 

Range of Scores for 

First Test Second Test 

Same 
Scores 
No. ~ 

Pupils ith 
Lowered 
Scores 
No. ~ 

Improved
Scores 
No. ~ 

Median 
Improvement 
No. i' 

First Semester 

1 12 0-40 0-41 2 17 2 17 8 66 '1 15 

2 16 0-39 23-43 0 0 1 6 15 94 17 38 

3 19 0-40 27-45 0 0 0 0 19 100 14 30 

Second Semester 

4 16 0-36 30-44 1 6 2 12 13 82 9 20 

5 12 0-43 30-42 0 0 1 8 11 92 12 26 

6 13 0-39 0-42 1 8 0 0 12 92 11 24 

Total 88 

Vl 
u:> 
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Improved scores were made by eighty-eight per cent ot 

the eighth grade homemaking girls on the seotion on machine 

stitching as shown in Table 5. A score ot torty-:five was 

possible. The range or scores for the first test was zero 

to forty with a low ot zero and a high ot forty. There 

were some girls in each class taking the first test who 

were not able to do any machine stitching on their pocket, 

but in the second test there were only two girls, one from 

Class 1 and the other rrom Class 6, who did not have enough 

time to machine stitch their pocket. The scores tor the 

second test had a low score ot zero and a high score ot 

torty-t1Te, making the range trom zero to forty-five. The 

same score was made on both tests by tour girls, lowered 

scores by six ot the girls, and improved scores by seventy

eight of the eighty-eight girls.. Twelve points was the 

median improvement made. 



Table 6 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on Section on Placement or Pocket 
(Possible Soore, 10) 

Class 

Number 
Taking
Both 
Tests 

Range ot Soores tor 

First Test Seoond Test 

Same 
Soores 

~No. 

Pupils With 
Lowered 
Soores 

~No. 

Improved
Scores 
Bo. f 

Median 
Improvement 
No. ~ 

First Semester 

1 12 0-8 2-9 2 17 2 17 8 66 2 20 

2 16 0-'1 2-10 3 19 5 31 8 50 3 30 

3 19 0-8 1-9 2 11 1 5 16 84 2 20 

Seoond Semester 

4 16 2-9 2-10 1 6 5 31 10 67 5 50 

5 12 1-9 3-7 3 25 1 9 8 66 3 30 

6 13 2-10 4-10 2 15 1 8 10 77 2 20 

Total 88 

oa ..... 
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Table 6 shows the scores made by the eighty-eight 

homemaking girls on the placement seotion of the pocket 

test. ~his section involved the placing or the pocket on 

a p1eoe ot material eight inches square. The highest pos

sible score was ten points. The first test shows a range 

of zero to ten and the second test a range from one to ten. 

Thirteen ot the girls had the same score on this part or 
the test. Fifteen of the eighty-eight girls had lowered 

scores and sixty of the girls had improved scores. The 

median improvement was three. 



Table 7 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls 
on the Whole Pocket Section ot the Pocket Test 

{Possible Score, 10) 

Class 

Number 
Taking
Both 
Tests 

Range ot Scores tor 

J'1rst Test Seoond Test 

Same 
Scores 
No. ~ 

Pupils With 
LOwered 
Scores 
No. ~ 

Improved
Scores 
No. ~ 

Median 
Improvement 
No. % 

First Semeeter 

l 12 0-8 2-10 3 25 3 25 6 50 3 30 

2 16 1-8 2-8 2 13 4 25 10 62 3 30 

3 19 2-9 4-10 2 ll 1 5 16 84 3 30 

Seoond Semester 

4 16 3-7 3-10 2 12 1 6 13 82 3 30 

5 12 1-7 5-8 0 0 1 8 11 92 2 20 

6 13 1-7 3-9 0 0 0 0 13 100 2 20 

Total 88 
Ol 
(,1 
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Table 7 shows the results ot the scores tor each ot 

the eighty-eight girls on the section called "Whole Pocket" 

ot the pocket test. Here the general all-over appearance 

ot the pocket and how usable the pocket would be were 

judged. Ten points was the highest possible score attain

able. The range ot scores tor the tirst test was zero to 

nine with a low ot zero and a high score ot nine. For the 

second test the range ot scores was two to ten. The same 

score was made by nine of the girls on both tests. Ten ot 

the girls had lowered scores and sixty-nine ot the eighty

eight girls had improved scores with a median improvement 

ot three points. 

Taking the results ot the first semester classes as 

one group and the second semester classes as another, it 

is seen in Table 1 that the per cent median improvement tor 

the pocket test is higher tor the second semester classes. 

The per cent median improvement made by Classes 1 and 2 was 

sixteen per cent, and tor Class 3, twenty-eight per cent, 

with a median improvement or sixteen per cent tor the three 

first semester classes. Second semester results show Class 

4 with a per cent median tmprovement ot twenty-seven per 

cent, twenty-three per cent tor Class 5 and twenty-one per 

cent tor Class 6. The per cent median improvement for the 

three second semester classes is twenty-three per cent. 
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Class 1 shows a per cent median improvement ot twenty 

per cent on the hem section ot the pocket test, twenty

tour per cent on the section on edges, thirty-three per 

cent on basting section, fifteen per cent on machine 

stitching, twenty per cent on pocket placement, and thirty 

per cent on the appearance ot the whole pocket. This is a 

median improvement of twenty-tour per cent on all sections. 

For Class 2, the per cent median improvement on the 

separate sections is as follows: Hem section, thirty per 

cent; edges, twenty-eight per cent; basting, twenty-seven 

per cent; machine stitching. thirty-eight per cent; pocket 

placement, thirty per cent and appearance of the whole 

pocket, thirty per cent, making a median improvement of 

thirty per cent on all sections. 

Class 3 has a per cent median improvement of twenty

fiTe per cent on hems, twenty per cent on edges, twenty

seven per cent on basting, thirty per cent on machine 

stitching, twenty per cent on pocket placement, and thirty 

per cent on appearance of the whole pocket. This means a 

per cent median improvement for Class 3 or twenty-six per 

cent on all sections of the test. Grouping Classes 1, 2, 

and 3 or the first semester, the per cent median improve

ment on all sections is twenty-six per cent. 

Per cent median improvement for Class 4 on the sepa

rate sections is twenty-five per cent on hems, thirty-two 
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per cent on edges, twenty-seven per cent on basting, twenty 

per cent on machine stitching, fifty per cent on pocket 

placement, and thirty per cent on the appearance of the 

whole pocket. This means a per cent median improvement of 

twenty-nine per cent for Class 4. 

Class 5 results on per cent median improvement show 

twenty per cent on hems, twenty-eight per cent on edges, 

sixty-six per cent on basting, twenty-six per cent on ma

chine stitching, thirty per cent on pocket placement, and 

twenty per cent on appearance ot the whole pocket, with a 

per cent median improvement on all sections of twenty-seven 

per cent. 

For Class 6 the per cent median improvement on the 

separate sections is thirty per cent on hems, sixteen per 

cent on edges, twenty per cent on basting, twenty-tour per 

cent on machine stitching, twenty per cent on pocket place

ment and twenty per cent on appearance of the whole pocket. 

Twenty per cent median improvement was made by Class 6 on 

the separate sections ot the pocket test. 

The results on the separate sections of the pocket 

test .show the per cent median improvement for the second 

semester classes to be twenty-seven per cent as compared 

with twenty-six per cent made by the three first semester 

classes. 
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Attitude Test 

In order to determine some or the attitudes or the 

eighth grade homemaking girls toward clothing construction, 

a check list on attitudes was prepared and given to the 

girls before the start ot the unit and again near the end 

or the sewing ttme. Girls were asked not to put their 

names on the check lists, as it was believed they would be 

more apt to answer truthfully. 

Tables A and B in the Appendix show results or the 

attitudes ot the girls on the first test which was given 

before and the second test which was given at the end or 

the clothing unit. 

Upon analyzing the change in attitudes of the eighth 

grade girls, one can note that ninety-seven per cent or the 

first semester girls and 100 per cent of the second semes

ter girls do admire women and girls who are able to make 

their own clothing. There was no change of attitude shown 

in the two tests. 

~uite an improvement in attitude is noticed in each 

girl's first and second response to making a skirt instead 

of buying it. In the first test, thirty-nine per cent or 

the first semester girls and thirty-eight per cent or the 

second semester girls would prefer to make a skirt as com

pared with sixty-one per cent and seventy per cent who on 
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the second test indicated they would prefer to make a 

skirt. 

When the girls were asked whether they would prefer 

to spend time making a skirt or reading a book, t1tty-tive 

per cent or the first semester and forty-seven per cent or 

the second semester girl.s answered they would prefer to 

make the skirt. On the second response, seventy-eignt per 

cent ot the first semester and ninety-five per cent of the 

second semester girls would prefer to make a skirt. 

Seventy-eight per cent ot the first semester girls and 

ninety-three per cent of the second answered after their 

work 1n the clothing unit was finished that they wore gar

ments they had made tor themselves as compared to the 

forty-five per oent ot the first semester and fifty-one 

per cent or the second semester girls who wore garments 

they had made tor themselves before the unit was started. 

Forty•seven per oent of the first semester and fifty

eight per cent or the second semester girls taking the 

first test replied that they enjoyed wearing garments they 

had made tor themselves. After the unit was finished, 

seventy-eight per cent of the first semester and ninety

three per cent of the second semester girls stated that 

they enjoyed wearing garments they had made tor themselves. 

In the first test, forty-two per cent of the girls in 

the first semester group and forty-nine per cent of the 
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second semester group answered that they did become angry 

easily when things went wrong in sewing as compared with 

thirty-eight per cent of the first semester and forty-nine 

per cent of the second semester girls who answered yes to 

this question in the second test. 

Seventy-five per cent of the first semester and 

eighty-two per cent or the second semester girls answered 

yes that when they had trouble with their sewing they could 

put it away and go back to it later with a reeling that 

they could do it, as compared to seventy-eight per cent ot 

the first semester and eighty-five per cent ot the second 

semester girls who answered yes in the second test. 

"When you start a garment can you hardly wait to fin

ish it?" was answered yes by sixty-seven per cent of the 

tirst semester and sixty-nine per cent of the second semes

ter girls in the first test and by seventy-tour per cent of 

the first semester and eighty-three per cent of the second 

semester girls taking the second test. 

Nineteen per cent or the first semester girls in the 

first test stated that they had started a garment and be

come so discouraged that they could not tinish it as com

pared to twenty-seven per cent who answered yes on the 

question the second. Of the second semester girls, forty-

two per cent on the first test and twenty-nine per cent in 

the second answered yes to this question. 
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Seventy-three per cent or the first semester and 

eighty per cent or the second semester girls answered on 

the first test that they did not start new garments before 

finishing ones previously started as compared with seventy

nine per cent or the first group and eighty-three per cent 

ot the second who finished already started garments before 

beginning something new. 

When questioned on the use ot the thimble, thirty

seven per cent or the first semester girls taking the first 

test and thirty-nine per cent taking the second test did 

not believe that a thimble was helpful in sewing. On the 

first test, titty-one _per cent or the second semester girls 

felt that a thimble was helpful as compared to the thirty

tour per cent who thought this on the second test. 

The results were nearly the same in both tests tor 

the first semester girls with seventy-six per cent or the 

girls on the first test and eighty-one per cent on the 

second answering yes that they do enjoy sewing more when a 

garment can be started and finished within a short period 

of ttme. or the second semester girls, seventy-eight per 

cent of the first group and ninety-three per cent or the 

second group answered yes to this question. 

"Has a clothing class encouraged you to sew at home?" 

Seventy-five per cent or the first semester girls answered 

yes the first time and eighty-three per cent the second 
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time as compared with the second semester girl.s where 

forty-nine per cent answered yes the first time and ninety

three per cent the second. 

In both semester groups , only a few girls partici

pated in 4- H Club work involving sewing . 

Eighty- four per cent of the first semester girls on 

the first test ans.wered that it was easier to learn to 

in a group working on the same type of garment with y-

two per cent of the second group answering the same . 

second semester results show sixty per cent of the first 

group and seventy-five per cent of the second who found t 

easier to learn to sew in a group working on the same t e 

ot garment . 

Twenty- three per cent of the first semester girls on 

the first test and twenty per cent of the second semester 

girls an~wered yea, they were impatient if they could not 

use a machine when they wanted it and twenty-two per cent 

of both groups answered yea on the second test . 

Some improvement is shown in the number of girls who 

felt they could go ahead to f .igure out pattern instructions 

by themselves after their work in the clothing construction 

unit . Twenty- eight per cent of the first semester girls 

answered yes the first time as compared to fifty- seven per 

cent who answered yes the second time . Twenty- seven of the 
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second semester girls answered yes the first time and 

fifty-one per cent the second. 

Eighty-four per cent of the first and second semester 

girls answered yes, that learning to sew was more important 

than the grades received. On the second test, eighty-three 

per cent or the first aad eighty per cent of the second 

semester girls answered yes. 

Of the first semester girls, rorty-tive per cent on 

the first test and fifty~seven per cent on the second test 

envied the sewing skill of others. Seventy-one per cent of 

the second semester girls answered yes the first time and 

forty-six per cent the second. 

Forty-five per cent of the first semester group on the 

first test and twenty-one per cent on the second felt that 

they could never be passable seamstresses as compared with 

the second semester results of twenty-two per cent on the 

first test and twenty-five per cent on the second. 

Ninety-five per cent of the first semester girls on 

the first test and ninety-one per cent on the second 

answered tha t they could not be satisfied with halt

finished, messy results. Ninety-three per cent on the 

first test and ninety-one per cent on the second test of 

the second semester girls gave the same answers. 

The results were nearly the same tor the first semes

ter girls with ninety-one per cent of the girls on the 
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first test and ninety-two per cent on the second who 

answered that they tried to do the best work or which they 

were capable. Of the second semester girls, ninety-tour 

per cent in the first test and 100 per cent on the second 

test made the same statement. 

Only two per cent of the first group and six per oent 

of the second group of first semester girls were easily 

hurt or discouraged by mistakes made and hated to be cor

rected. None of the second semester girls were easily hurt 

or discouraged by mistakes made. 

First semester results show that thirty-eight per cent 

of the girls on the first test and forty-two per cent on 

the second were tussy about haTing their sewing perfect. 

Ot the second semester girls, fifty-eight per cent on the 

first test and forty-two per cent on the second indicated 

this same reeling. 

Summary 

After the end or the second clothing unit tor eighth 

grade homemaking girls, the results or the changes in 

attitudes tor both semester groups were compared. 

It was found that a higher percentage of girls in the 

second semester changed their attitudes and actually en

joyed sewing more and wore and enjoyed wearing the garments 

they had made for themselves. 
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As tar as attitudes of impatience and anger toward 

sewing were concerned, there was little it any change in 

either group after taking the clothing course. 

There were fewer girls the second semester who be

came discouraged enough to leave garments unfinished. 

When questioned on the use ot the thimble, both semes

ter groups had a lower percentage or girls in the second 

test who thought that a thimble was either useful or help

ful. 

It is encouraging to the writer to note that eighty

three per cent of the first semester girls and ninety

three per cent or the second semester girls answered in the 

second test that their school clothing class had encouraged 

them to sew at home. 

There was an increase in the number or girls who, 

after the clothing unit, felt that they could go ahead to 

figure out pattern directions by themselves; from twenty

eight per cent to fifty-seven per cent the first semester 

and from twenty-seven per cent to fifty-one per cent the 

second semester. 

A relatively high percentage or girls in both groups 

stated that learning to sew was more tmportant than the 

grades they received. Eighty-four per cent of the first 

semester group and eighty-five per cent of the second 

stated this. Since the percentage of girls did not increase 
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from the first to the second test, it would indicate that 

the girls wanted to sew and left the class still feeling 

enthusiastic. 

Clothing Construction Test 

In order to help determine the progress made by the 

eighth grade homemaking girls during their clothing con

struction unit and to aid as a check on the effectiveness 

ot the teaching situation, a clothing construction test 

was set up and given to the second semester girls. The 

test in abbreviated form was given to the first semester 

girls at the close of their clothing unit. The objective 

of the first test wa s to determine the strong and weak 

points of the test itself and of the teaching situation in 

general. It was not used as a measuring device of the 

progress made by the girls. Thus the detailed results of 

this first test are not included in this study. 

Table 8 shows the scores made by the three eighth 

grade homemaking classes on the clothing construction test 

given the second semester. 
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Table 8 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls 
on Clothing Construction Test 

(Possible Score, 100) 

Number or Number or 
Class Girls in Girls Taking Range or Scores 

Classes the Test 

4 17 17 45-90 

5 15 15 36-86 

6 13 13 65-92 

Total 45 45 

The range or scores tor the entire group shows a low 

or thirty-six and a high or ninety-two. A score or 100 was 

possible. An analysis or the results by classes shows that 

the range or scores tor each is similar; that Class 5 has 

the lowest score or thirty-six and its high score or 

eighty-six is lower than the high score attained in the 

other two classes; the scores tor Class 4 ranged from a low 

or forty-rive to a high or ninety; Class 6 with a low or 

sixty-rive and a high or ninety-two has the best scores or 

all three groups. In the writer's opinion these results 

are consistent in that Class 6 was superior throughout the 

clothing unit in each phase or clothing construction under

taken. Class 5 was a disappointment to the writer because 

or a number or chronic absentees. When present these girls 
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did not work as hard as they could have and they did not 

turn out as high a staBdard ot work as the other classes. 

Table g shows the scores made by the eighth grade 

homemaking girls on Section I ot the clothing· construction 

test which involved ten multiple choice problems over 

clothing selection and construction. 

Table 9 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on Section I, 
Multiple Choice ot Clothing Construction Test 

(Possible Soore, 20} 

Number of Number of 
Class Girls in Girls Taking Range of Scores 

Classes the test 

4 17 17 10-19 

5 15 15 12-19 

6 13 13 11-lg 

Total 45 45 

A score ot t wenty was possible on this section but was 

not attained by anyone. Class 4 has a range ot scores from 

ten to nineteen. The scores for Class 5 ranged trom twelve 

to nineteen. For Class 6 the scores ranged trom eleven to 

nineteen. 

Table 10 shows the scores made by the eighth grade 

homemaking girls on Section II, pattern layout ot a simple 

apron. 
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Table 10 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on Section II, 
Pattern Layout of Clothing Construction Test 

(Possible Score, 30) 

Class 
Number of 
Girls in 
Classes 

Number of 
Girls Taking 
the Test 

Range of Scores 

4 17 17 13-30 

5 15 15 0-30 

6 13 13 10-30 

Total 45 45 

A score of thirty was possible on this section of the 

clothing construction test and some girls from each class 

were able to attain thirty points. Class 4 had a slightly 

highe;- score in this section with a range of thirteen to 

thirty. Class 5 is again lower than the other two classes 

with a low of zero and a high or thirty. Class 6 had a low 

of ten and a high or thirty. 
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Table 11 

Scores Made by the Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls on 
Section III, Identification ot Parts and Threading 
ot the Sewing Machine ot Clothing Construction Test 

(Possible Score, 30) 

Class 
Number ot 
Girls in 
Classes 

Number ot 
Girls Taking
the Test 

Range ot Scores 

4 17 17 14-30 

5 15 15 14-27 

6 13 13 21-30 

Total 45 45 

A score ot thirty was possible on this seotion. Class 

4 has a ran~ ot fourteen to thirty. Class 5 is low with a 

range of fourteen to twenty-seven and Class 6 has a range 

o~ twenty-one to thirty. 
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Table 12 

Scores Made by Eighth Grade Homemaking Girls 
on Section IV, Cutting and Joining or Bias ot 

Clothing Construction Test 
(Possible Score, 20} 

Number or Number ot 
Class Girls in 

Classes 
Girls Taking
the Test 

Range ot Scores 

4 17 17 10-20 

5 15 15 0-20 

6 13 13 10-20 

Total 45 45 

Twenty was the highest score possible on this section. 

Classes 4 and 6 have the same range ot scores on this part 

with a low or ten and a high of twenty. Class 5 has a 

range trom a low of zero to a high or twenty. 
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The Intelligence Quotients, Scores on Clothing Test , and 
School Marks of the Eighth Grade Girls Who Did the Best 
and Poorest Clothing Construction Work ' 

To determine whether girls ' intelligence quotients 

and grades in other classes were consistent with the sew

ing ability they exhibited in a clothing construction class, 

the writer chose the seven girls who were highest in sew

ing ability and the seven who were lowest in the three 

second semester classes . Their intelligence quotients , 

grades in other classes , grades in homemaking , and scores 

on clothing tests were compared . No attempt had been made 

to check the permanent records for grades and intelligence 

tests of these girls until several weeks after the cloth

ing construction unit was finished and all grades and test 

results had been recorded . 
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Table 13 

The Intelligence Quotients ,. Scores on Clothing Test,. 
and School Marks ot the Eighth Grade Girls Who 

Did the Best and Poorest Clothing Construction Work 

Scores on Grades in 
Grades in Pocket Test Clothing 

Construe-
Other Homemaking First Second tion Test 

Girls I.Q. Classes Classes Test Test 

Top Seven 

1 165 A B+ 59 103 A 

2 145 B.f. or A .. B.f. 71 116 B.f. 

3 131 A A 77 113 A 

4 127 B.f. A 89 105 B 

5 123 A A 88 115 A 

6 118 A• A 73 107 A 

7 113 A A 51 105 A 

Lowest Seven 

l 124 c c 40 74 D 

2 112 c... c 36 68 C.f. 

3 107 c o 34 63 F 

4 99 c c 69 99 D 

5 98 Dolo D ·59 72 D 

6 83 Dfo D 48 76 F 

7 75 D+ c 58 62 F 
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The top seven girls' intelligence quotients range 

trom a low ot 113 to e high or 165. This seems to indicate 

that girls with above average intelligence are quite versa

tile. Not only did these girls receive all A or high B 

grades in homemaking and other classes, but their sewing 

ability is well above that or the average girl. Everyone 

ot these top seven girls made considerable improvement on 

their second pocket test with a range or fifty-one to 

eighty-nine on the tirst test and 103 to 116 on the second. 

The results ot the clothing construction test show tive 

A's, one B+, and one B. 

The results shown upon comparing intelligence tests, 

grades and sewing ability ot the lowest seven girls are 

not as consistent as the results found for the top seven. 

The intelligence quotients for this group range from a low 

or seventy-rive to a high or 124, with two girls below 

average and two above. Girl number 1 with an intelligence 

quotient ot 124 seems to be an under-achiever in every 

phase of school work as her grades in all classes average 

c-. Sewing seemed to be quite difficult for all or these 

girls. They had trouble following directions and their 

tinal results were often poor. The grades for these girls 

are all in the C or D category. Their range or scores on 

the first pocket test was from thirty-four to sixty-nine 

with a range of sixty-two to ninety-nine shown on the 
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second test. Three ot these girls failed the clothing 

construction test, three received D's and one girl re

ceived a C+. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

summaq 

The purpose ot this study was to ~prove the teaching 

of clothing to eighth grade girls; to make the program so 

challenging and interesting that the majority of the girls 

in the clothing classes would be able to learn enough 

basic skills and gain enough enthusiasm to want to continue 

sewing throughout the years ahead. 

Before this study was started, a brief expressionnaire 

was presented to members of the summer school at Oregon 

State College in 1953, and later to other homemaking teach

ers in the Eugene system. This expressionnaire was con

cerned only with some of the short-out methods now being 

widely used with older sewing groups. The utilization of 

these short-out methods has been questioned by some and it 

was thought desirable to know the opinions of others re

garding them. After analyzing the results, it was found 

that in general the other teachers were not opposed to 

them and seemed interested in finding out what the final 

results would be in using them with beginning students. 

Better illustrative materials were made available to 

the girls to help them do a better and more efficient job 
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of learning to follow instructions and in helping them

selves. 

Four good films were analyzed and used in appropri

ate places in the sewing unit. 

This study was carried on with six eighth grade clas

ses during the course or one year. Each class had home

making for one semester. 

When the writer began this study she had certain pur

poses in mind. To determine how nearly each or these pur

poses has been attained, data related to each will be dis

cussed. 

Conclusions 

The first purpose of this study was to utilize methods 

so that sewing will be easier and more fun for eighth grade 

girls. This purpose was fulfilled through the use or vari

ous simplified methods which speeded up the work and made 

it easier. Spirit and enthusiasm shpwn by the girls 

throughout the unit showed that sewing was fun for them. 

Some of the methods which helped make sewing fun were as 

follows: the use of the seam gauge which enabled every 

girl to sew straight seams from the first time she sat 

down at a sewing machine. Pin basting was a time-saver 

and effective, too. The buttonholer was so easy to use 

that the first demonstration of it left the girls 
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wide-eyed and eager to try it themselves. Stitch size 10

14 to the inch did away with a lot or the discouragement a 

girl feels when a seam has to be taken out. Elimination 

of most of the basting on the zipper and the consistent 

good results obtained from this method were very encourag

ing to all the girls. Having all girls working on the 

same type or garment fostered a spirit of competition and 

most of the girls wanted to do the best work of which they 

were capable. Finishing all or the small detail work ot a 

garment first adds to the tun ot sewing. Once a girl 

starts putting all the pieces ot her garment together it 

shapes up quickly into a finished garment she can wear 

with pride. The use ot a unit plan on the bulletin board 

so that girls could continually check their own progress 

was a challenge to them. 

Eighth grade girls do not usually come into a cloth

ing class with very many pre-learned skills. or course, 

there are always a few exceptions where girls have had 

some training at home. Knowing how to baste, hand hem, 

thread a sewing machine, and do some straight stitching 

are usually the limit or their knowledge and about two

thirds of the girls have never had any experience at all 

on the sewing machine. About eighty per oent ot the girls 

have done hand basting and at least fifty per cent hand 

hemming. 
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To make sewing seem vital and important to the girls 

was the second purpose. The use ot the tour selected 

movies helped these girls not only to learn basic tech

niques but to see what a large and important part sewing 

does play in the world today. Filling out their construc

tion records and comparing the cost of their finished gar

ments to ready-made ones helped them to realize the sav

ings which could be made through sewing. Some girls in 

each class mentioned that their mothers were not able to 

sew at all and really regretted it. Eighty-three per cent 

ot the tirst semester and eighty-tive per cent ot the 

second semester girls stated on the attitude test that 

learning to sew was more important to them than the grades 

they received. They did not change their attitude between 

the time ot beginning the unit and the close. 

Purpose 3, to help pupils master more sewing tech

niques, was accomplished through use of the various short

out methods, demonstrations tor small groups at a time, 

and the use ot illustrative materials available at all 

times. Keeping the enthusiasm high throughout the unit 

meant ·that most of the girls worked as hard as they could 

and accomplished more as a result. 

Purpose 4, to help pupils finish garments on time, 

was accomplished especially through the simplified methods 

used, illustrative materials for girls to refer to, and 
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the use ot the same patterns in the classroom. Every girl 

was able to finish her apron project and nearly all the 

girls finished or nearly finished a second project. 

Purposes 5 and ? were to help girls use good tech

niques of sewing and to do the best work or which they are 

capable. The illustrative materials used were neat and 

held to high standards so that girls could see the type of 

work which could be accomplished. All demonstrations for 

a group or an individual showed the girls good sewing 

techniques to follow. The philosophy maintained through

out was that a girl would do the very best work of which 

she was capable. This work was not always excellent by 

any means, but the teacher's attitude was why force a 

pupil to take sewing out when that pupil did not have the 

ability to improve. Those who did have the ability to do 

very good work did not need any urging to take out sewing 

and re-do it. They were quite particular and wanted to do 

a very good job. Ninety-one per cent of the first semes

ter girls and ninety-three per cent of the second stated 

on the attitude test that they were not satisfied with 

half-finished, poor results. Ninety-two per cent first 

semester and 100 per cent second semester girls stated 

they tried to do the best work of which they were capable. 

To accomplish purpose e, to help girls develop good 

habits of manasing their work, mimeographed sheets with 
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each step or making an apron, skirt, or blouse were given 

to the girls as they worked on the different projects. 

These helped them to see ahead the steps to be taken. The 

illustrative garments also had all steps numbered in logi

cal order. A unit block or how much should be accomplished 

each day was on the board and reference made to it so that 

each girl could see how she was doing in relation to the 

rest of the class. The girls were encouraged to set goals 

ot accomplishment tor themselves and in most oases they 

really tried to meet these goals. 

Purpose 8 was to encourage girls to do home sewing. 

Recognition was given in class to each girl who did home 

sewing. Garments brought in from one els.ss were lett on 

display for other classes to see. Extra credit was also 

given on home projects. This meant that it a girl's 

grades were on the borderline between one grade and 

another, the home project could bring her up to the higher 

grade. Eighty-three per cent ot the first semester girls 

and ninety-three per cent of the second semester girls 
. 

stated on the second attitude test that a school clothing 

class had encouraged them to sew at home. The tact that 

class projects could be worked on only at school enoour

a_ged girls to do other sewing projects at home. 

Purpose 9, to help girls develop ability to use and 

care tor sewing equipment, was accomplished to a degree. 
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One film, "Sewing Fundamentals , " explained different 

pieces of small equipment and how to use them. Girls were 

shown and then given an opportunity to practice using and 

caring for the sewing machine . Emphasis was put upon this 

phase of teaching throughout the unit . 

To work out a teaching program so challenging that 

girls will be even more enthusiastic about sewing than 

they were at the beginning of the unit was purpose 10 . 

Simplified methods , illustrative materials , films and 

general enthusiasm maintained by the teacher helped the 

girls to keep their high enthusiasm throughout the unit 

and be even more enthusiastic after the completion of gar

ments they could wear with pride. The writer never lost 

an opportunity to praise a girl on work well done• 

Before beginning a clothing unit , the eighth grade 

girls as a group were very eager to learn to sew and defi

nitely did admire others with sewing skill . Forty- five 

per cent of the first semester girls and twenty- two per 

cent of the second semester group felt that they would 

never be passable seamstresses . Forty- five per cent of 

the first semester girls and seventy- one per cent of the 

second group admired the sewing skill of others . Most of 

the girls expressed a desire to do the best work of which 

they were capable and indicated that the sewing skills 
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they learned would be more important to them than the 

grades they received. 

After the sewing unit most ot the girls were still 

very enthusiastic. This was evidenced b y most of them 

going ahead on their own, and completing g~ents which 

were not quite finished, then wearing them proudly to 

school. None or these girls seemed so discouraged that 

they never wanted to see or wear the garment they had 

made. As e. group the seoond semester girls were especially 

sorry to have to stop sewing. They were till making full 

use of eaoh class period without wasting any time. Pur

poses 1 and 10 do seem to have been fulfilled: to make 

sewing seem vit 1 nd important to the girls and to work 

out a program so challenging that girls will be even more 

enthusiastic about sewing than they were a t the beginning 

or the unit. The results or the nwne.t Do You Think" ques

tionnaire show that seventy-eight per oent of the girls in 

the first semester group and ninety-five per cent of the 

second semester girls ould rather make a skirt than read 

a book after their work 1n the clothing unit. SeTenty-nine 

per cent of the first semester girls and ninety-three per 

cent of the second group stated that they enjoy wearing 

something they have made for themselves. 
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Some Evidence ot Progress 

Evidence or progress is shown in the improvement made 

by the girls from the first pocket test to the second. 

Eighty-one per cent of the girls had improved scores on the 

second test with a median improvement of thirty points. 

Eighty-eight per cent of the eighty-eight girls made im

provement on the machine stitching section with a median 

improvement ot twelve points. The clothing construction 

test shows that of the forty-five girls taking the test, 

ten of the top girls missed an average of three points out 

or twenty on Section I, clothing construction and selection; 

an average ot three points out or thirty was missed on Sec

tion II, pattern layout, with six of these girls making 

perfect scores. Section III, machine threading and identi

fication or parts, shows an average or two and one-halt 

points out of thirty missed by these girls. Section IV, 

bins cutting and joining, shows nine or these girls with a 

perfect score. In comparing the progress made by the 

eighth grade girls used in this study with the progress 

made by eighth grade girls in the writer's classes in 1952

1953, a significant change is noted. Most of the girls 

used in this study were able to complete two or three gar

ments with high sewing standards maintained throughout. 

Many of the girls in the 1952-1953 classes had a ditricult 
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ttme finishing one apron with an average ot two girls from 

each class group being able to start on a second garment. 

The enthusiasm maintained by the girls in this study tar 

surpasses that of the girls in 1952-1953. There were very 

tew home projects carried on by the girls in 1952-1953 

while about forty-five per cent of the girls used in this 

study brought in garments they had made at home. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The present study has just begun an investigation ot 

the ways to improve teaching of clothing to eighth grade 

girls. The methods used in this study would be considered 

quite successful in comparison with methods used before. 

However, there is a need tor further work and refinement. 

In view of this the writer recommends that the following 

points be considered and carried out in further studies: 

1. Before beginning another study of this type or 

teaching another clothing construction class, this writer 

would make out a detailed questionnaire on all phases ot 

clothing construction to be given to the girls to deter

mine exactly how much sewing experience each girl has had, 

which techniques she is familiar with, and which skills 

she has already mastered. 
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2. A study should be made in 1954-1955 of the ninth 

grade girls who learned to sew using the methods outlined 

in this work. 

3. A tollow-up study should be made in the high school 

to see how many ot the girls used in this study elect 

clothing classes there. 

4. A study ot girls in tailoring classes who have 

learned to sew using short-out methods would determine 

whether or not they convert easily to the slower, more de

tailed work required in tailoring. 

5. A study should be made ot young homemakers who are 

now using short-out methods. 

6. A survey ot girls' mothers should be taken to 

determine whether or not they approve ot having their 

daughters using short-out methods. 

7. A study could be made ot these same girls in ten 

years to determine how many ot them do quite a bit ot their 

own sewing. 

e. An evaluation ot the etteot ot the use ot short-out 

methods in other schools and communities would be benefi

cial. 
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BXPRESSIONHAIBE 

Attitudes on Use ot Stmplified Methods in Teaching Clothing 

Check One 
I. What is your general attitude Dis- ues

toward the advisability ot Approve approve tion 
using stmplitied methods with 
beginning (8th grade) students 
in homemaking? 
Remarks 

II. Which ot the following would 
you adapt or use tor this age
group? 

A. Pin basting followed by
machine stitching on 
straight seams. 

B. Caretul pattern fitting and 
alterations to eliminate 
early fitting steps ot gar
ment. 

c. Eliminating basting on 
zipper. 

D. Using tracing wheel and 
carbon tor markings. 

E. Having a machine gauge on 
eTery machine. 

F. Doing detail work ot 
garment first. 

G. Using machine-made button
holes. 

H. Assembling garment by units. 

I. Pinning pattern and garment
pieces to hanger and placing 
1n closet. 
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EXPRESSIONNAIRE (Cont.) 

Cheok One 
Dis- Q,ues-

Approve approve t1on 

J. Sizing of maohine stitohing 
10-14 to the inoh. 

K. Setting sleeves in before 
side semn of garment is 
sewed. 

Remarks 
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'l'HE POCKET TEST 

Materials Needed 

1. Material on which pocket is to be applied e inches 
square. Material chosen should be tir.m and rather 
easy to handle. 

2. Smaller piece tor pocket 4 x 6 inches, round on one 
corner and square on the others. 

3. Pins, needles, tape measure, ruler, thread, tully
equipped sewing machines. 

4. Small piece or paper tor noting name and time used. 

Directions 

1. You will be allowed one period only for this test. 
You may or may not finish in the ttme allowed. The 
purpose or the test is to see in what sewing areas 
you have skill and where you need help. You will 
have a clearer picture of your own strengths and 
weaknesses if you do not have help from anyone while 
doing the work. 

2. You are to construct a patch pocket by putting the 
smaller piece on the larger. 

3. Note the time on paper when you actually begin work. 

4. In making the pocket: 
a. Construct a well proportioned hem tor the 

pocket.
b. Turn under the raw edges and baste. 
c. Place the pocket on the 8 inch square consider

ing the placement in view or the art principles
you know. 

d. Pin and baste the pocket in place. 
e. Remove the pins and machine stitch the pocket

in place. Keep stitching close to the edge of 
the pocket. Leave the basting in. 

5. At the end ot the period, pin paper to pocket, giving 
yoUl" name and time. 

6. In discussing your product with you, the teacher 
will cover the following points: 

a. Length of time in relation to quality or 
product.

b. Your sense or proportion and balance as shown 
in placement or pocket on material and size 
ot hem used. 
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THE POCKET TEST {Cont.) 

o. Your standard or neatness throughout the 
process. 

d. The control you have over the sewing machine 
as shown by evenness ot stitching.

•· Your ability to follow directions. 
t. Your knowledge of sewing terms, processes and 

stitches. 
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Name 
Date -----------------
Class ----------

SCORE CARD FOR POCKETS 
(POCKET TEST) 

THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS lOR RATING THE POCKE'l' 
5 - Excellent 2 - Poor 
4 - Good 1 - Very peor 
3 - Fair 0 - Not done 

Teacher's My
Items to be soored Rating Rating 

I. HEM 
1. Even in width••••••••••••••••••••________________ 
2. Finished edge: no raw edge ••••••______________ 

a. It machine stitched, even,
straight stitching••••••••••T-_____________ 

b. It hand hemmed, evenly spaced,
invisible stitches •••••••••• 

3. Well-proportioned in relation to --------------
the rest ot the pocket •••••••••••_______________ 

II. EDGES 
1. Turned only once •••••••••••••••••________________ 
2. Evenly turned (about 1/2 inch} •• ·-------
3. If corners are square, no raw 

edges showing••••••••••••••••••••_____________ 
4. If corners are square, each 

corner tor.ms a right angle •••••••_________________ 
5. If corners are rounded, they are 

smoothly and evenly rounded, not 
angular • .••.•..•.......•.••.....• 

III. BASTING 
1. Different color of thread used 

for basting so that basting
stitches are clearly seen••••••••_______________ 

2. Even basting used ••••••••••••••••________________ 
3. Basting firmly secured so that 

really serves its purpose ••••••••________________ 

IV. MACHINE STITCHING 
1. Same length stitch used through

out pocket••........... ........•. 
2. Length ot stitch between 10-14 -------------

stitches to the inch•••••••••• . •• ________________ 
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SCORE CABD JfOR POCKETS (Cont.)
(POCKET TEST 

Teacher's My
Items to be scored Rating Ratin& 

3. Thread ends tied or stitched over---------------4. Thread ends not tangled on bottom 
side . ...........................• 

5. Pocket reinforced at top corners.:::::::::::::::: 
6. Stitching close to edge •••••••••• 
7. Sti tohing straight a.nd even••••••-------
8. Tension correct ••••••••••••••••• ·-------
9. St1tob1ng line just a little to 

the side ot basting line •••••••• ·-------

V. PLACEMENT OF POCKET ON MATERIAL 
1. Placed with grain or material 

(straight ot goods) ••••••••••••••________________ 
2. Placed according to principles 

ot good proportion on material-
wider space at bottom than at 
top • ...•..••..•.••.•.•...••••..••-------

VI. POCKET AS A WHOLE 
1. The proportions ot the pocket are 

pleasing--it would look nice on 
garment••••••••••••••••••••••.•••--------------2. The pocket would be usable •••••••______________ 

TOTAL SCOBE ••••_______ 



POCKET TEST • 
Teacher's activity during pre-test is mainly to check strong and weak points in 
the class. The following items are suggested for your use. 

control~ -~---Knowledge 

Ability Standard Sense and ot of Terms,
Student's to follow ot Proportion Sewing Processes,
Name directions Neatness ot Balance Machine Stitches 

.... 
•0 



POCKET TEST {Cont.) 

Length ot 
Student's Time vs. Inde Persist Emotional 
Name Q.ue.li ty pendence Cooperation ence Stability 

.... 
0 
01 
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WHAT DO YOU THINK 

Underline the answer ot your choioe and 
also write choioe in column provided at 
right side ot paper. 

1. Do you admire women and girls who are 
able to make their own clothing? 
Yes - No. 

2. It you had a gitt ot $7.50 tor a 
birthday and you needed a new dark
colored skirt to wear in your ohoir 
group, would you use some ot the 
money to buy material and make a 
skirt, or would you buy a ready-made 
one? Make - Buy. 

3. It you had some tree time to spend
in either making a needed skirt (tor
which you already have the material), 
or readin.g a good book, whioh would 
you ohoose? Make skirt - Read book. 

4. Do you wear garments you have made 
tor yourselt? Yes - No. 

5. Do you enjoy wearing something you 
have made yourself? Yes - No. 

6. Do you feel yourself getting angry 
very easily when things go wrong in 
sewing? Yes - No. 

7. When you have some "trouble" with 
your sewing, oan you put it away and 
go baok to it later with a teeling 
that you can do it? Yes - No. 

8. When you start a garment, oan you 
hardly wait to finish 1t? Yes 
No. 

9 • .Have you ever started a garment and 
become so discouraged that you 
couldn't tinish it? Yes - No. 

Write Ohoioe in 
This Column 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

e. 
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WHAT DO YOU THINK ( Cont. ) 

Write Choice in 
This Column 

10. Do you start sewing on a new garment
before finishing previously started 
garmen,s'? Yes - No. 10. 

11. Do you teel that using a thimble is 
helpful and useful 1n doing a good
job ot sewing? Yes - No. 11. 

12. Do Y9U enjoy sewing more when you can 
start and finish a garment wi th.in a 
short period ot ttme? Yes - No. 12. 

13. Has a clothing class in sohool en
couraged you to sew at home? Yes -
No. 13. 

• 

14. Has your 4-B Club encouraged you to 
sew at home? Yes - No. 14. 

15. Is it easier tor you to learn to sew 
in a group working on the same type· 
ot garme.nt and wi tb similar problems
than it is to work by yourself? 
Yes - No. 15. 

16. Are you tmpatient it you oannot use 
'a machine when you want 1t? Yes 

No. 16. 

17. Do you teel confident enough of your
sewing skill to go ahead and read 
your pattern instructions and try to 
figure things out by yourself? Yes 
No. 17. 

18. In a clothing class, is learning to 
sew more important to you than the 
grades you receive on your garments?
Yes - No. 18. 

19. Do you envy the sewing skill ot 
others? Yes - No. 19. 

http:garme.nt
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WHAT DO YOU THI.NK (Cont.) 

20. Do yGu teel that you will never be 
able to be a passable seamstress? 
Yes - No. 

21. Are you satisfied with balt
t1n1shed, messy results? Yes - No. 

22. Do you try to do the best work ot 
which you are capable? Yes - No. 

23. Are you easily hurt or discouraged
by mistakes made, and resent being
corrected? Yes - No. 

24. Are you tussy about haTing your
sewing perteot? Yes - No. 

Write choice in 
This Column 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 
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SET OF 10 MULTIPLE CHOICE CARDS USED 
IN CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION TEST 

CARD 1 

STITCH SIZE 

6 9 12 16 25 

A B c D E 

Which size stitch would you choose tor ordinary stitching 
on cotton materials~ 

CABD 2 

Sample ot good gathering
All 3 rows equal distance 

apart
Same size stitch (#6) used 

A 

Sample ot poor gathering
Stitch size 12 used on top 

row 
Rows crossing each other 
Rows not evenly spaced or 

straight 
B 

Which ot the above is an example of good gathering on a 
skirt or apron? Name all the points wrong with the poor
gathering sample which you can tind. 

CARD 3 

Sample or #6 size Sample ot #12 size Sample ot #30 size 
stitching stitching stitching 

A B C 

Which ot the above samples ot stitching would be used tor 
gathering or basting? 

CARD 4 

Picture ot 8-gore
skirt 

Picture ot straight
skirt 

Picture ot flared 
skirt with deep
pleats and side 
pockets 

A B C 

Susie has a alight. thin t1gure. Which ot the above skirt 
patterns would be best tor her? 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE CARDS (Cont. ) 

CARD 5 

Picture ot 
straight skirt 

Gathered skirt with wide 
band and crosswise stripes 

Eight-gore
skirt 

A B c 

Nancy has a chubby figure and she is trying to decide which 
ot the above skirt styles would be most becoming on her. 
What do you think? 

CAJU) 6 

Picture ot jumper Sample ot red Sample ot Sample ot 
and grey woolen blue gabar grey tweed 

dine · 
A B c 

Susie plans to make the above 
be best for her thin build? 

jumper. Which material would 

CARD 7 

Sample ot 
navy blue 
gabardine 

Sample ot 
red fleece 

Semple ot 
gold poodle 
cloth 

A B c 
Pamela is only five teet tall and is somewhat overweight.
Which ot the above materials ~ould make the nicest-looking 
coat tor her? 

CARD 8 

Needle to Needle to Needle to be 
be used tor be used tor used tor 
basting hand sewing darning 

A B c 

Which or the above needles would you choose 
hem ot your cotton skirt? 

to sew in the 
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:MULTIPLE CHOICE CARDS (Cont.) 

OARP 9 

Sample or hemming
stitch 

A 

Semple or unevel'l 
be.stiag 

B 

Sample or evel'l 
basting 

0 

Name the above types ot hand sewing stitches and tell 
where each would be used. 

OABD 10 

Sample ot stitching when 
machine was incorrectly
threaded 

Sample ot stitching when 
machine was correctly
threaded 

B 

A. Which of the above is an example or poor stitching?
B. What ia moat likely to be wrong with your machine when 

it stitches as shown in the poor sample? 
c. What oan you do to correct this stitching? 



------------------
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION TEST 

Name 

Please write your name on each page of this test. ~ 
finished pin all pages together. 

Materials needed: Pencil, tape measure, scissors, and 
pins. Piece ot notebook paper. 

Directions: As each numbered oard is passed to you, fill 
in the numbered blanks below with the correct 
answer or answers. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
9. A. 

B. 

c. 
10. A. 

B. 

c. 
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11. Cut out pattern pieces only. Pin correctly to piece 
representing material. 

k. Draw lines to show correct placement of pins. 
·B. Show how notches should be cut. 
C. Describe the first step followed after garment 

'ha• """""""""' ,.,..,..,...,.,.+1'n' ,. to 

r- "',- 'It 

"' 
z ... ,_;D"' ~ ,0 .. ,.z ~ 

0 ~ z B -., II 
, 
0 

.... ~ 
•A r .SIOEF~ONT

O'"tl r
"))o,... 

. "' 

pO(kET
FACING 

CCJT 

WAIST BIJND 
c.ur 4 

,. 

'-' ~e 

I 

CUT 

.. . 
p 

) 



12. a. Draw a line showing threading trom spool or thread through needle. 

b. Identity by name all or the machine parts which are marked by a 
letter. 

---
H 

.A:. 

Q) 
B. 

B :c 
c. 
D. 

E. 

P. 

G. 

H. 
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13. A. From this sheet of paper, told and out two one•inoh 
stripe of bias. 

B. Pin the two pieces together to show how they should 
be joined. 

c. Pin remainder of this page and bias strips to a 
full sheet of notebook paper. 
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CLOTHING UNI'l' 

These things can be done at home prior to the tirst day ot 
the clothing unit. 

1. Assemble all equipment. Each piece marked plainly
with your name. 

2. Prepare materials--shrink it necessary. (Any not 
marked santorized on selvage should be shrunk)
Cottons: Fold in large accordian pleats and place
in hot water until water is cold. Wools: Shrink by
careful steaming with steam iron, or told in wet 
sheet tor several hours. Make grain perfect by
pulling thread and/or stretching. Fold wrong side 
out. 

3. Mark pattern pieces with your name and extend 
"straights" full length of each pattern p1eoe using 
a colored pencil. 

4. 'l'rtm away paper margins.
5. Make out construction record. (form attached)

'l'his will be pinned to finished garment when turned 
in tor grading. 

Instructions to be followed the first day of the clothing 
unit. 

1. Study Pattern Guide--check pieces to be used. Any 
not to be used return to 
envelope.

-·study and check steps on pattern
guide to be followed. Mark out 
step you won't be using. Number 
steps to be followed in order ot 
sequence irregardless ot their 
order on guide.

--study and learn markings' use. 
2. Do not return pattern to envelope until you are 

through sewing that particular piece. 
3. When finished with pattern, told neatly, put in 

envelope and run a warm iron over it. Put away tor 
future uses. 

Work in this general order for construction of apron. 

1. Pin pattern to material. Plaoe pins perpendicularly.
Pin only when necessary. Have layout checked before 
cutting. Measure trom edges to straight-of-goods 
line. 
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CLOTHING UNIT {Cont.) 

2. Cut out. a.) Cut notches out--away from pattern.
b.) Use straight scissors tor cutting 

edges which will be hemmed, raced, 
or bound. 

c.) Place large out pieces on your hanger 
at end or class period. Small ones 
go in your drawer. 

3. Make necessary marking with carbon and tracing
wheel. (Pocket Position)

4. Sew pocket racing to pocket. (See illustrations on 
bulletin board)

5. Stitch band together. Trtm seam, press, turn to 
right side. 

6. Narrowly hem tie strings.
7. Pin side seams of backs to side seams of fronts. 

Five-eighths inch seam and machine stitch #12. 
Stitch. 

a. Turn under hem on side backs, pin, stitch. 
9. Turn up 1/4" at bottom, single told, stitch. 

10. Turn up rest of hem allowance, pin, baste, and hem 
by hand. 

11. Stitch pocket to apron.
12. Put in 3 rows of gatherin~ stitches at raw edge or 

waist. First row about l/2" from edge, second row 
5/8" from edge and third row 3/4" from raw edge.
This makes each row about 1/8" apart. Use nylon
thread on the bobbin. Draw all three nylon threads 
up to l" smaller than waistband. Wrap thread around 
pins to hold. 

13. Attach back or waist band to back side of apron 
waist, pin, check, stitch. 

14. Gather or pleat raw edge ot tie strings, attach to 
band. 

15. Fold front edge of waist band under and place over 
middle row or gathers, pin, baste and top stitch 
close to turned edge. 

Making the Blouse 

After cutting and marking 

1. Baste-stitch to indicate center front and center 
back. (Creased or marked with carbon for your
guide)

2. Baste-stitch sleeves tor gathers. 
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CLOTHING UNIT (Cont.) 

3. Stay-line all edges as needed. (See chart and 
samples to see place and direction of stitching)

4. To detail work 
· a. Make collar or prepare facing.

b. Make pocket and sew on. 
o. Stitch first turn on hem or front racing.
d. Put on trimming {if indicated and possible at 

this stage) • 
6. Assemble garment 

a. Sew darts. 
b. Join shoulder seams. 
c. Stitch sleeve to armhole, matching notches and 

casing gathers.
d. Stitch underarm seam. 
e. Hem sleeve. 
t. Attach collar and stitch lower edge of facing. 
g. Hem blouse--or pink; stitch and turn lower 

edge.
h. Make buttonholes. 
i. Sew on buttons. 
j. Final pressing. 

Making the Skirt 

Atter cutting and marking 

1. Baste-stitch to indicate center front and center 
back. (Contrasting thread, long stitch) Creased 
tor your guide or use tracing wheel and carbon. 

2. Stay-line top ot sk1~t pieces and tor placket open
ing. (Matching thread)

3. Do detail work 
a. Belt. 
b. Pockets. 

4. Assemble garment (3/4" seam recommended, especially 
on side seams) 

a. Join side back to center back (I notches). 
b. Join side front to center front ( 3 notches). 
c. Make side seams--leaving left side basted down 

7 3/4 inches trom top. 
d. Make placket. 
e. Join belt to skirt. 
t. Put on fastener. 
g. Hem allowance. 
h. Final pressing. 
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UNIT BLOCK 

Nov. 23 • 24 25 .••.. .Read Cheok ' Marking . 
Pattern Layouts Demonstra-: 
Guides .• : tion .. 

Cut 

Layouts Attitude .Test • 

30 Deo. 1 3 4 
! ". 

Pookets Side Seams: Put . Pocket•
Band Hem On .• Side Hems 

Tie Strings.,, 
7 8 10 11 . . .. . . 
Gathering Band F1n1eh1:ng 



Table A 

Some Attitudes of Eighth Grade Girls Toward Clothing Construction (First Semester Pupils) 

No. Replies First Test Second fest 
ls' 2nd Yes No No Ans. Yes No No Ana. 

Attitudes Test Test No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. % No. f 
1. Do you admire women 
and girls who are able 
to make their own 
clothing? Yes - No 

57 49 55 97 2 3 0 0 48 97 1 3 0 0 

2.*If you had a gift ot 
f9.50 tor a birthday and 
you needed a new dark-
colored skirt to wear in 
your choir group, would 
you use some of the 
money to bU7 materials 
and make a skirt, or 
would you buy a ready-
made one? .Make - B\17 

57 49 22 39 33 59 2 3 30 61 a7 1e 1 2 

3.*It you had some tree 
time to spend in either 
making a needed skirt 
(tor which you already 
have the material, or 
reading a good book, 
whioh would you choose? 
Make skirt - Read book 

57 49 32 55 25 45 0 0 38 78 10 19 1 3 

*Answers to questions 2 and 3, Make and Make skirt, were considered as yes answers. .... 
N 
0 



Table A (Cont.) 

Attitudes 

lio. Replies
let 2nd 
Test Test 

Yes 
No. f, 

First Test 
No 

No. ~ 
No Ana. 
No. ~ 

Yes 
No. 

Second Test 
No 

~ No. ~ 
No Ana. 
No. % 

!• Do you wear gar
ments you have made 
ror yourse1f1 Yes - No 

5. Do you enjoy wear-
Tng something you have 
made yourselt? Yes - No 

57 

57 

49 

49 

25 

28 

45 

4'1 

20 

13 

35 

23 

12 

16 

20 

28 

38 

39 

78 

79 

8 

3 

16 

6 

3 

'1 

6 

15 

6. Do you t el yourself
getting angry very
easily when things go 
wrong in sewing? 
Yes - No 

5'1 47 23 42 28 47 6 11 19 38 23 47 7 15 

7. When you have some 
"trouble" with your
sewing, oan you put it 
away and go baok to it 
later with a teeling
that you can do it? 
Yes - No 

57 48 43 75 .. 7 10 18 38 78 8 16 2 .. 

8. When you start a 
gar.ment, can you hardly 
wait to tinish it? 
Yes - No 

57 48 38 67 16 28 3 5 36 74 12 25 0 0 

..... 
~ ..... 



Table A (Cont.) 

Attitudes 

Ho. Replies 
1st 2nd 
'fest Test 

Yes 
No_. ~ 

first Test 
No 

No. fo 
No Ans. 
No. ~ 

Yes 
No. 

Seoond Test 
No 

~ No. ~ 
No Ans. 
No. t'c 

9. Have you ever 
started a garment and 
become so discouraged
that you cou1dntt 
finish it? Yes - No 

57 46 11 19 39 68 '1 13 13 2'1 30 61 5 1~ 

lQ. Do you start sew
ing on a new garment 
betore finishing pre
viously started gar
menta? Yes - No 

57 49 4 7 41 75 12 20 5 10 39 79 5 11 

11. Do you feel that 
using a thimble is 
helpful and usetul in 
doing a good job of 
sewing? Yes - No 

57 49 34 60 21 3"/ 2 3 26 57 19 39 2 4 

12. Do you enjoy sew-
ii'g more when you can 
start and finish a 
garment within a short 
period of time? 
Yes - No 

5'1 49 44 76 7 13 6 11 40 61 8 16 1 3 

15. Has a clothing
Oiass in school en
ooura.ged you to sew 
at home? Yes - No 

56 48 43 "15 12 21 l 2 40 83 6 16 0 0 
tJ 
l\) 
to 



Table A (Gont.) 

No. Replies First Test Second Test 
lst 2nd Yes No No Ana. Yes No No Ana. 

Attitudes Test Test No. No. 1, No. No. No •. No. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
14. Has your 4-H Club 
encouraged you to sew 
at home? Yes - No 

15. Is it easier tor 
you to learn to sew in 
a group working on the 
seme type ot garment 
and with similar prob
lema than it is to work 
by yourself? Yes - No 
16. Are you impatient
I1 you cannot use a 
machine when you want 
it? Yes - No 

1'1. Do you teel con
fident enough of your 
sewing skill to go 
ahead and read your 
pattern instructions 
and try to tigure 
thinss out by your
self? Yes - No 

57 49 6 11 12 20 39 68 5 10 13 2'1 31 63 

57 48 48 84 6 ll 3 5 45 92 6 0 0 

56 48 13 23 41 73 2 3 ll 22 36 74 l 3 

55 48 16 28 31 56 8 16 27 57 19 39 2 4 



Table A (Cont.) 

No. Replies First 'rest Second Test 
1st 2nd Yes No No Ans. Yes No No Ans. 

Attitudes Test Test No. ~ No. No. ~ No. No. No.~ ~ ~ ~ 
~· In a clothing
class, 1s learning to 
sew more important to 
you than the grades 
you receive on your
garments? Yes - No 

5'1 4'1 48 84 6 11 3 5 40 83 '1 15 0 0 

19. Do you envy the 
Siwing skill of 
others? Yes - No 

5'1 48 25 45 28 4'1 4 8 2'1 5'1 19 39 2 4 

20. Do you feel that 
you will never be able 
to be a passable seam
stress? Yes - tlo 

5'1 46 25 45 31 54 1 2 10 21 34 '13 2 4 

21. Are you satisfied 
irth half-finished, 
messy results? Yes -
No 

55 4'1 3 5 52 95 0 0 2 4 " 91 1 3 

22. Do you try to do 
tne best work of which 
you 
No 

are capable? Yes - 56 48 51 91 0 0 5 9 45 92 2 4 1 3 

.... 
~ .... 



'fable A (Cont.) 

Attitudes 

No. Replies
lst 2nd 
Test Test 

Yes 
No. ~ 

First Test 
No 

No. ~ 
No Ans. 
No. % 

Yes 
No. 

Seoond Test 
No 

% No. % 
No Ans. 
No. % 

23. Are you easily
hUrt or discouraged
by mistakes made, and 
resent being cor
reo ted? Yes - No 

56 4'1 l 2 95 53 2 3 6 43 91 l 3 

24. Are you :tussy
about having your 
sewing per:teot? 
Yes - No 

56 47 21 38 28 48 7 14 20 42 24 52 3 6 



'fable B 

Some Attitudes of Eighth Grade Girls Toward Clothing Construction (Second Semester PupUs) 

No. Replies First Tes't Second Test 
lst 2nd Yes No No Ans. Yes No No Ans. 

Attitudes Test Test No. No. ~ No. No. .No. No.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
1. Do you admire women 
and girls who are able 
to make their own 
clothing? Yes -No 

45 41 45 100 0 0 0 0 40 98 1 2 0 0 

2.*It you had a gift ot 
f7.50 tor a birthday and 
you needed a n.ew dark-
colored skirt to wear 1n 
your choir group, would 
you use some of the 45 
money to buy materials 
and make a skirt, or 
would you buy e. ready-
made one? Make -Buy 

41 17 38 28 62 0 0 29 '11 12 29 0 0 

3. *If you had some tree 
time to spend in either 
making a needed s,kirt 
(tor which you already 
have the material, or 
reading a good book, 
whiob would you choose? 
Make skirt - Bead book 

45 41 21 4'1 24 53 0 0 59 95 2 5 0 0 

*Answers to questions 2 e.nd 3, ~ and Make skirt, were considered as yes answers, 
1-' 
{\? 
0 



Table B (Cont.) 

No. Replies F1rst Test Second Test 
lst 2nd Yes .No No Ans • Yes No No Ans. 

Attitudes Test Test No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. No. % No. ~% 
!· Do you wear gar
ments you haTe made 44 41 23 51 9 20 12 27 37 93 2 5 l 2 
tor yourself? Yes -No 

5. Do you enjoy wear-
Tng something you have 42 40 26 58 3 7 13 29 57 93 2 5 l 2 
made yourself? Yes - No 

6. Do you feel yourself
getting angry very 
easily when things go 43 41 17 40 22 49 4 g 15 37 20 49 6 14 
wrong in sewing? 
Yes - No 

7. When you have some 
"trouble" with your
sewing, oan you put it 
away and go back to it 45 40 37 82 2 5 6 13 35 85 3 7 2 5 
later with a feeling
that you can do it? 
Yes - No 

~· When you start a 
garment. can you 
hardly wait to tin- 45 41 31 69 8 18 6 13 34 83 '1 1'1 0 0 
ish it? Yes - No 

..... 
{\') 
..;a 



Table B (Cont.) 

No. Replies First Test Second Test 
1st 2nd Yes No No Ans. Yes No No Ana. 

Attitudes Test Test No. ~ No. ~ No. No. No. No.~ ~ ~ ~ 
9. Have you ever 
started a garment and 
become so discouraged 
that you couldn't 
finish it? Yes - No 

45 41 19 42 25 55 1 3 12 29 29 '11 0 0 

10. Do you start sew
lng on a new garment
before finishing pre
viously started gar
menta? Yes - No 

45 41 9 20 31 69 5 11 7 1'1 31 76 3 ., 

11. Do you feel that 
using a thimble is 
helpful and useful in 
doing a good job or 
sewing? Yes - No 

45 41 23 51 12 27 10 22 14 34 25 61 2 5 

12. Do you enjoy sew
ing more when you can 
start and fi:nish a 
garment within a short 
period or time? 
Yes - No 

45 41 35 78 6 13 4 9 40 98 0 0 1 

13. Has a clothing 
Class in school en
couraged you to sew 
at home? Yes - No 

45 41 22 49 15 33 8 18 38 93 3 ., 0 0 
..... 
N 
(J) 



T·abl.e B (Cont.) 

Attitudes 

No. Replies
lst 2nd 
Test Test 

Yes 
No. ~ 

First Test 
No 

No. ~ 
No Ans. 
No. ~ 

Yes 
No. 

Second 'l'est 
No 

~ No. ~ 
No Ans. 
No. ~ 

14. Has your 4-H Club 
encouraged you to sew 
·at home? Yes - No 

45 42 2 4 16 36 27 60 0 0 13 29 29 71 

15. Is it easier tor 
you to learn to sew in 
a group working on the 
same type ot garment
and with similar prob
lema than it is to work 
by yourself? Yes - No 

45 40 27 60 18 40 0 0 30 '15 10 25 0 0 

16. Are you impatient
If you cannot use a 
machine when you want 
1t1 Yes - No 

45 40 9 20 33 73 3 7 9 22 28 68 3 7 

!!· Do you :feel. con
:fident enough ot your
sewing skill to go
ahead and read your 
pattern instructions 
and try to :figure
things out by your-
sel:f? Yes - No 

45 41 12 27 27 60 6 13 21 51. 15 37 5 12 



Table B (Cont.) 

No. Replies First Test Seoond 'fest 
.1st 2nd Yes No No Ana. Yes No No Ana. 

Attitudes Test Test No. No. No. No. No. ;, No.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
18. In a clothing
iiass, is learning to 
sew more important to 
you than the grades 
you receive on your
garments? Yes - No 

44 41 38 84 5 11 1 3 35 85 5 12 1 3 

19. Do you envy the 
iiwing skill ot 
others'? Yes - No 

44 41 31 71 9 20 4 9 19 46 20 49 2 5 

20. Do you teel that 
you will never be able 
to be a passable seam
stress? Yes -No 

44 40 1.0 22 30 68 4 9 1.0 25 30 75 0 0 

21. Are you satisfied 
with halt-finished, 
messy resul.ts'? Yes -
No 

44 40 3 7 41 91 0 0 1 3 38 93 1 3 

22. Do you try to do 
tie best work ot whioh 
you are capable'? 
Yes -No 

43 41 42 94 0 0 l. 3 41 100 0 0 0 0 

..... 
(il 
0 



Table B (Cont.) 

No. Replies First Test Seoond Test 
lst 2nd Yes No No Ana. Yes No No Ana 

Attitudes Test Test No. ~ No. ~ No. % No. % No. ~ No. ~ 

23. Are you easily
hUrt or discouraged
by mistakes made, and 
resent being oor
reo ted? Yes - No 

24. Are you tussy
about having your
sewing perteot? 
Yes - No 

44 41 0 0 41 91 3 7 0 0 38 93 3 7 

44 41 26 58 8 18 10 22 17 42 18 44 6 14 




